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.Abstract

Accurate assêssment of cognitive impaj.rment in elderly
cLients ís a concern to heal-th professÍonals, including nurses in
cl-inical settings. Assessment and detection of cognitive
inpairment in the elderly is an essential dirnension of
professional- nursing. Based on such assessnents, nurses plan
specific nursÍng j.nterventions appropríate for the needs of
elderly c1j-ents and farnily me¡nbers. To conduct such assessments
nurses-depend on thej-r clinical judgernent skills and valid and
reliable ècreening tools to measure cognitive functioning. This
study assessed two tools deveÌoped for rneasuring cognitj-ve
irnpairrnent. The first is the Mini-Mental State Examination
(M]'íSE)i and the nore recent version j-s the Standardized Mini-
MentaL state Examinatíon (SMMSE). one study has indicated
ernpirically that the sMMsE has greater relíability then:the MMSE

whén screeníng for cognitive impairment in etderly clients, both
in a nursing hone and in a chronic care hospitaL unit. This study
investigated the correl-ation and reliabi]-ity of the two
ínstru¡nènts through repeated adninistrations, at selected tine
íntervals, using a sample of cognitively irnpaired cl-ients in
chronic care units. The convenience sannple was cornprised of 28
cognitively inpaired clients. Each was randornly assigned to one
of two equally sized groups. once weekly, for the first two
weeks, group A was adninistered the MMSE whil-e Group B the SMMSE.
Af1..er 2 weeks a crossover of both groups occurred to control for
order effects. SiIniLarly, during the second 2 h'eek period Group A
was administered the SMMSE and Group B the MMSE. The investigator
ad¡nÍnj.stered the scales at alf time j-nterval-s. Analysis used both
pararnetric and non parametric techniques. Statistically
significant correlations between the 2 scal-es (r = .80 to .96.¡ p<
.0001) were reveal-ed. Test-retest correl-ation coefficients were
also statistically significant (r = '90 to.97 p< .001). The
findings suggested that the MMSE 6cale was the preferred tool .
High cronbach's alpha levels provided strong enpiricaf support
for the internal reliability of the ¡{MSE and SMMSE scales. A 2 -
way repeated analysis of varlance was öohducted to confirm that
gróups were si¡nilar through tine, Findings indicated a l-ack of
parallelisn for the average scores per group over tirne. Tests for
order effects specific to crossover designs were conducted
according to Fl-eiss (1986). Findings from these tests indicated
no order effects. hplications for nursing education, practice
and research are discussed based on the findings.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBI,EM

A basic human characteristic is the ability to process

infonnation and, on the basis of that infor¡natiàn, make

constructive decisions. Many elderly people feel threatened at

the possibílity of losing thej-r cognitive abilities, either

assocíated with the aging procee;s, or through ttres.ot" such as

cerebral vascular di.-sease .

Cognitive inpairment ís one of the rnost pervasive health

problens found annong the elderly population. This heaLth problern

is of concern to heaLth professionals, including nurses in

institutional settings. The goals of nursing care in these

settings incJ.ude the intent to j.rnprove the quality of Life of

older adults, to naximize their functional- independence and to

promote their health. In order to neet these goals nurses must be

abfe to assess accurately the cognitive capacity of elderly ..

cLients based on comprehensíve clinical assessments of

physiologícal functioning and nental- status. These assessnents

include the use of both subjective and'objective methods for thê

collection of data. Based on such assessments, the strengths and

concerns of elderly clients can be identified. Furthermore/

nurses can plan specific Íntervention straÈegj-es appropriate for

the needs of elderty cl-ients in order to promote their health,

independence and quality of life'

Studies have demonstrated that instances of cognitive

irnpairrnent have been overl-ooked in acute and chronic care
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settings because nurses frequently fail to assess accurately the

cognitÍve functioning of older patient,s (cehi, Wel-tz, Strain, &

Jacobs, 1980; Forenan, 1989; Dellasega & Morris, 1993). Research

in the area of assessing the nent.al- status of cognit.ively

inpaired elderly clients provides a knowledge base for nurses who

work ín the acute and chronic care settíngs. To clâte, evidence

indicates that nurses tend to describe cognitive capacÍty

prinarily in terrns of orientation factors (WilJ-ians wa.rd- &

CampbelI, 1988i L,e, Venti, & Levin, Lggl). Research on assessment

of cognitive capacity is inportant to direct nuraes to carry out

comprehensive assessments routinely, systernaticaJ.ly, and

objectíveJ-y by usíng a valid and reliable screeninq tool to

measure cognitive functíoning.

A number of tools have been deveLoped especially for the

measurement of cognitive ímpairment (Applegate, Bl-ass, &

Williarns, 1990). one such screening tool is the Mini-Mental State

Exanination (MMSE) developed by Fo1stein, Folstej.n and McHugh

(1975). This instrument ís one of the rnost wideJ-y used screening

test,s of cognitive function ( Tombaugh & MëIntyre, L992). Severa.l

studi-es have indicated that the MI"ÍSE is a valid tool for

screening cognitive inpairrnent. Recentl-y, the Standardized

MiniMental- Exa¡nination (SMMSE) was developed to screen cognitive

irnpairrnent in e]-derJ-y cl-ients (Molloy, Al-emayehu & Roberts,

1991). Enpirical evj-dence indicates that both tools (MMSE and

SMMSE) are rel-j-abLe. However, one ernpirical study has indicated

that the SMMSE has better reliability (intracLass correlation
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.90) conpared with the MMSE when screening for cognítive

impairment in elderJ.y clients both in a nursing ho¡ne and in a

chronic care unit (MoJ-Ioy et aI . 1991).

The j-ntent of this study was to investigatè the correlatíon

and the reliability of the tv¡o instruments. The results will shed

light whether or not the SMMSE ís, in fact, the nore reliable of

the t\,to instruments .

Statement of, the Research Problens 
:

This study has investigated the following questions:

1) What is the correlation between MMSE and SMMSE in rneasuring

cognitÍve impairment in eJ.derly clients in chronic care units?

2) what are the estinates of rel-iabiJ.ity associated with MMSE

in measuring cognitive impairment in elderly clients in chronic

care units?

3) what are the estinates of reliability assocíated with slwsE

in ¡neasuring cognitive irnpairment in elderly clients in chronic

care units?



LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review is presented in four sections. To

begin, a description of cognition and changes in cognitive

functioning in the elderly Ís provided. Second, cognitive

inpairment in the elderly is introduced with enph.asis on

definition, etiol-ogy/typoJ-ogy and cl-iníca1 assess¡nent. Third, the

preval-ence of cognitive inpairment and the screening tools used

to detect cognitive impairrnent in institutíonal-ized efalrfy

clients are preÊented. Fj-nally, the psychometric properties

(va1j-dity and rel-iability) of the two screening tools, MMSE and

sMMsE, are provided.

Cognition andl Changes in Cognitive Functíoníng iu the Elderly

Cognition j-s a process by which a hu¡nan being thinks and

reasons rationally to come to know the worl-d (Sundeen, 1995) '.
Cognition ís cornposed of several higher mental mechanisrns used to

acquire, to process/ to store, to retrieve, and to apply

infor¡nation. Foreman (1989) clained that'one ¡nodel- of cognition

is best understood by the study of nenory which is cornprised of

three components: sensory, short-term/and long-term menory. The

first cornponent, sensory memory, is viewed as a perceptual

holding systen by which sefective incorning information is held

briefly untif it is transfor¡ned by the indivj-dual into patterns

of j-mages or sound, or other types of sensory codes (Forenan,

1989). Thís transforrned information then enters the second



component of nemory known as short-term memory where a li¡nited

amount of information is held for a brief period. Information to

be retained for Later retrieval must be encoded and stored ín

long-tern memoryi the last conponent of mernory inbersole & Hess,

1994). Whether or not information remains accessible depends in

part upon how efficiently j-t was stored and on hovJ useful the

individuaf rs present retrieval strategies are.

Foreman (1989) asserted that cognitive changes associated

with aging have imposed linitations on the hurnan-processing

informatj.on systen. Age related changes in cognition include

changes in attention, l-anguage, ¡nenory, probLen solving, and

visual- spatial abifities (Nol-an & Blass, 1992). Memory is a key

cognitive process because to exercise judgment, make decisions,

or orient oneself to tine and place, one nust rernernber past

experiences and points of references. Nolan and Blass (1992)

claimed that the study of age related changes reveal-ed that Ege

related changes in cognition vary in nature âmong the elder1y.

Consequently, some elderl-y persons are especially vulnerable to

inpaired cognition (Foreman, 1989). Chãnges in cognitive

functioning nay be due to a variety of factors, i.e. general

medical condition, substance (e.9. a drug of abuse), or a

conbination of these factors. Ðepending on the stressor, the

cognitive irnpairtnent rnay be reversible or characterized by

progressive deterioration in functioning (Sundeen, 1995).

current theory concernj-ng cognitive functioning indicates

the inportance of irnplernenting strategies to assj-st the elderly
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person to process encodj-ng or retríeval of information that Írust

be remembered to provide self-care (Foreman, 1989; Nolan & B1a6s/

L992). However, before inple¡nenting interventj-ons, a

comprehensive assessment of cognitíve function is necessary

(Danner, Beck, Heacock, & Modlin, 1993). McDougall (1990) stated

that cognitive functíon includes twel-ve categorie-c as deternined

by Kane and Kane (198L). TheÊe categories are: attention span,

concentration, íntelligence, judgrnent, J.earning abilityr.- mernory,

orj-entation, perception, problen-solving, psychonotor abttrr",

reaction tirne, and social- intactness. Cognitíve function also

refers to a personts ability to act purposefully, to think

rationally, and to deal with his or her world in an effecti-ve

manner. It encompasses the elderly individual's abil-ity to

process information in order to make appropriate judgments and to

choose among al-ternatives (Phi]-lips, chu, Morris, & Ha$¡es / 1993i

Strub & BLack l-993 )

Assessment of cognitÍve functioning in elderly clients
presents a challenge to health care provj-ders. Good asses6ment

techniques include both subjective and"objective data collection

methods (Carnpbell, 1995). McDougall- (L990) stated that reliabLe

and va.Iid screening tools. l-j-ke ¡nental status questionnaires with

established guideJ-ines, are best suited to measure the presence,

absence or severj-ty of cognitive j-mpairment. Screening

instruments have shown to be effective in the assessment of the

levels of cognitive impairment in the elderly cl-ient in the

cornmunity, and in acute and chronic care units. Screening tools
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coupled vtj-th subjective measures, such as an accurate health

history and observations recorded by the health care teann,

document areas of strengths and concerns of the elderly client

(CampbelÌ, 1995). This total assessnent provj-des a data base that

wíII assist the heatth care team/ the elderty client, and theír

famiLies j-n ídentifying the appropriate health care services

needed.

Coqnitive ImPaiment in tbe Elderly

DefÍnition
Several- definitions of cognitive irnpairtnent have been

suggested. one such definition provided by Folstein, Anthony '
Parhad, Duffy and Gruenberg (1985) defines cognitive impairment

as a dininished capacity to know the worLd. Heacock, walton, Beck

and Mercer (1991) clairned that cognitive irnpainnent refers to the

physiological disruption of brain structures which involve {

cognitíve function including the capacity to: acquíre, process,

classify, integrate, store and recall infor¡nation. one other

definition of cognitive impainnent is þrbvided by Mcoougall

(1990). He argued that cognitive irnpairnent is a broad construct

which refers to disturbances in cognitive functÍon including

attention span, concentration' intelligence, judgenent, learning

ability, memory, orientation, perception, psychornotor ability,
reaction ti¡ne 'and social inlactness. AIl of the stated

definitions suggest one connon elernent, that is, a disruption in

cognitive functioning. Folstein et af. (1985) stated that a
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st,andardized defínition of cognítíve ímpairment should be

developed through varj-ous research studíes on cognítj-ve

f unctj-oníng in t.he elderl-y.

Etiol-ogry and typol-ocrv. The causes of cognitive disord.ers are

rnultiple in nature. Nolan and Blass (1992) argued that the aging

process itself rnay predispose the índividual to some aspects of

cognitive impairment. Forenan (1989) stated that a number of

physiological, psychological and environrnental factors can

provoke or increase cognitive disorders. According to Sundeen

(1995) and the DÍagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

DisorderÊ (DSM IV) physiologj-caI factors are essential- el-ements

contrÍbuting toward cognitive disorders. Brief1y, these

physiological- factors include: 1) general medical conditions; 2)

vascular abnormalities e.g. cerebral vascul-ar disease or subdural

haematorna; (3) netabolic disorders e.g. rnal-function of thyroid

hormone; 4) genetic abnormalities e.g. degenerative brain dis.ease

like Huntingtonrs or Pick's Disease; 5) toxic and infectious

agents i.e. inflan¡natory process, such as HIv infection causing

inpairment to cNS functioning; 6) structural- changes i.e.

dispJ-acenent of brain tissue due to trauma or tumours; 7)

substance-related disorders e.g. ingestion of multiple drugs in

body syêtem or drug abuse; 8) non-specific stre66ors e.g.

unidentified specific stressors related to cognitive disorders or

a conbination of these factors. As well as the presence of these

physiological- factors, psychological stress and environrnental-
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agentÉ can further comprolnige an eÌderl-y personr s thought

process.

Recent1y, the terln rtorganic nental disordersrr has been

elimínated from DSM-IfI-R. organic nental disorders has now been

reLabelled cognitive disorders in DsM IV. This group of cognitive

disorders indícates a predominant d.isturbance in cognition or

memory and represent a significant change from a previous leveI

of functioning (Tucker, Caine, Folstein, Grant, Lipzin, .& Popkin,

Lgg2). This group of disorders j-ncludes: deliriun, d.*.iti.,
amnesic disorders and cognitive disorders not other-wise

specified. The clinical features of these four conditions, with

ernphasis on memory or cognition are conpared briefly.
The first conditíon, deJ-irium, is marked by acute onset

with fluctuations in levels of attention and orientation. with

delirium, recent tnemory is inpaired but the condition is
reversibl-e in nature (DSM IV). Dementia/ the second condítj-on", is
insidious in onset and irnplies a continuing gradual cognÍtive

decline (DSM Iv). De¡nentia is characterized by the development of

nultiple cognitive deficíts including nenory impairnent and at

lea6t one of the fol-lowing cognitive disturbances; aphasia

(language disturbance), apraxia (ínabiJ-ity to carry out motor

actj-vities despite intact motor function), agnosia (failure to

recognize objects despite intact sensory function) and

disturbances in executive functioning (i.e. planning, organizing,

sequencing, abstracting) (Tucker et al . L992). The dementias are

l-isted according to presumed etiology i.e. Dementia of Alzheiner
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Type, Vascular Dernentia (fonnerly Mul-tí-Infarct de¡nentia) etc.

(DSM IV). The thj-rd condition of cognitive disorders may be

attributed to a¡nnesic disorders. It is characterj-zed by nernory

inpairment rnanifested by the inabj-J-ity to learn new information

and the inabiJ-ity to recal-l- past events (Tucker et al . 1992). The

fourth condition, cognitive disorders not otherwise specified, is
a category for disorders that are characterized by cognitive

dysfunction. An exarnple is post-concussional disorder fo.llowing

head trauma. This condition is ¡nanifested by diffículty in
concentration and in learning or ¡nenory. A corullon feature to a1l-

four conditions is memory inpairrnent. In addition, extensive

individual- variation j-n the conditions of cognitive disorders rnay

be present at any stage of the illness (wasyl-enki, Martin, Clark,

Lennox, Perry, & Harrison, 1987).

Cognitive inpairment in hospitalÍzed el-derl-y clients Ís
often not accurately assessed by health care professional-s {

(Fotstein et a1. 1975; Garcia, Tv¡eedy, & B1ass, 1984; Mccartney &

Palmateer, 1-985; I'Patient Carelclínical Decisiorunaking'r, 1995).

The consequence of this action is inappropriate planning and

intervention for the elderly client. care that is grounded in
sound assess¡nent will address the st,rengths and fimitations of an

elderty client. Care that is not based in accurate assessment can

lead to several outcones including: risk of l-oss of independence,

behavioral difficulties and higher nortality, and higher

rnorbidity (FieJ-ds, Mackenzie, charl-son, & Sax 1986; cooper/

Mungas / & wei.ler, 1990; Francis & Kapoor, ]-992). Mental status
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testÍng should be incÌuded 1n the ad¡nissÍon assessnent of elderly

clients. Foreman and cabrowski (1992) argugd that the pronpt

identification of cognitive ínpairrnent in the elderly client by

heaJ.th care professionals provides the basj-s oi successful

interventions. Such interventions can inprove the elderly

client's condition or significantLy slov¡ the progress of the

probl-em (Canpbell, 1995 ).
Clinical- Àssessment

According to Kane and Kane (1981) conprehensive cl-inical

assessment of the eJ-derJ-y client includes a measure of nental

status as well as an evaluation of physical and social

functioning. That is, assessment of mental status must be

observed in the context of the entire clinical picture. MentaL

status ís the description of the personrs psychologicaL/enotional

and cognitive functioning lWasylenki et al , l-987).

Canpbell (1995) and Agostinelli, Demers, Garrigan and ,r

Waszynski (L994) clai¡ned that a cognitive assessnent shoul-d shed

light on the elderly clientrs current abil-ities and disabilities.

Assessing an e1derJ.y clientts cognitivë capacity is a crucial

factor for four reasons. First, full cognitive capacity (the

ability to process, store, and recall information) is one of the

rnajor foundations of coping with the worl-d. This ability to cope

l-eads to activíties that enhance oners sel-f worth and their

feelings of usefulness. Both are valuabLe assets for the older

client. Second, the stress of bej-ng a cLient in an acute or

chronic care unit can ovenrheln elderl-y clients who have ¡nild
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cognitive deficits. Such overwhelrning feelings can increase the

likelj-hood of further cognj.tive decline and can lead to further

cognitive irnpairment and even to life threatening cornpJ.ications,

such as pneunonia. AgostineLli et al . (Lgg|) cl-ai¡ned that health

professionals, such as nurses¡, often encounter elderly clients

whose nental- status and present level- of functioning rnay change

significantly during bouts of acute illness or crisis situations.

Third, assessing cognitive capacj.ty aLJ.ov¡s health care .=

professionals to target specific interventions for elderly

clients with varying levels of cognitive impairment (Mace, 1987).

The focus of these interventions woul-d be to compensate for the

elderly client's deficits and to reinforce theír strengths.

Finally, when discharge for the elderly cLient is being planned

for return to the corununity setting or for admittance to a

personal care home, heal-th care professionals need to be aware of

the cl-ientrs cognitive capacity (Palmateer & Mccartney, !985i{

Gai.lo, Reichel, & Andersen, 1995).

Accurate cognitive assessnent nust take into account the

older adultrs sensory deficits, languáge' barriers, and acute

heaLth problems. with physicaÌ health problerns being the root of

nany cognitive disturbances, it is essential that a conpLete

physical exa¡nination supplernent the mental- status eval-uation

(Wasylenki et aI . 1987), The physical- exarnination must include a

collection of diagnostic procedures and Iaboratory tests as wel-l-

as a review of the ¡nedications the client is taking.
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Depending on the suspected condition, a variety of

diagnostic procedures nay be perforned. Typica1]-y, the procedures

include e.Lectroencephal-ography (EEG)' conputed tonography (CT

scan), and nagnetic resonance imaging (nliopouios, 1987). A

variety of Laboratory tests may be conducted as welI. These

include: complete blood count, serun electrolytes, blood urea

nitrogen, bJ.ood glucose, bílirubi-n, bJ-ood vítarnin leve1 ,

sedimentation rate, serologic test for syphilis and urinalysis

(Eliopoulos, L987). In addition, a complete review of the

medications which the client is taking is critical . L.,angston L,índ

(1995) cl-aimed that drug-rel-ated probì.ems constitute one of the

nost co¡unon causes of cognitive inpairment in the older adult.

one such problen is adverse drug reactions causing drug-induced

cognitive impairment. Dawling & Crone (1989) argued that age-

refated changes in drug pharrnacokinetics predispose the older

adults to adverse drug reactions. These changes incJ-ude; (a) t
decrease Ín absorptíon of medications, (b) alterations ín

distribution of ¡nedications, (c) decrease in plasna binding

protein, (d) alteration in hepatic ¡netäbôlism and (e) decrease in

renal excretj-on (Bowen & Larson, 1993). Dowling and Crome (1989)

stated that typicalJ.y the net effect of these changes ís an

increase in circul-ating metabolic products and an increased

liketihood of adverse drug interactions. However, Hutchinson,

F1ege1, Kranef, Leduc and Kong (l-986) claimed that the greater

number of drug reactions appears to be due to an increased number

of prescribed ¡nedications taken by elderly cl-ients rather than a
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direct effect of aging. Consequently, it is inportant for heaLth

care professionals and nurses not only to monitor the nunber of

medications taken by the elderJ-y clients but to ¡naintaín close

observation for adverse drug reactions which niÙht, in turn,

cause drug-induced cognitJ-ve ínpaj-rnent (Rice, Jensen, Lyons, &

Freeman Murphy, 1994i Wej-ner & Grey, 1994). .\
For cognitively impaired elderly clients the delivery of

optirnal. health care is dependent on a team approach requlring

assessnents from various heaÌth professionals who h"t" áo. ort

goals (MuLkerrin, Nicklason, sykes, Dewar, Bayer, & Fínucan/

L992). one menber of such a heal-th tea¡n is the nurse. The

âccurate cli-nícaf assessment of mental status, foLLowed by

appropriate nursing interventions, ís critical- in pronoting a

quality lifestyle for a growing population of elderly individuals

(Mccartney & Palmateer 1985; Forenan, 1989). A thorough and

comprehensive assess¡nent of cognitive changes is vital- in

irnplementing effective strategies (Yazdanfar, 1990). In such

assessments of cognitive change the data gathered enabl-es nurses

to determine needs priorities nore accurately and to plan heaLth

care more effectively with el-derly clients and significant others

(CampbeLl, 1995). Failure, either to recognize changes in

cognítive functioning or to irnpJ-enent appropriate strategies, may

result in a prolonged hospital-i zation for the elderly cLient.

ALternatively, prenature placernent in a personal care home rnay

occur (Fíe]ds et aÌ, 1986; Dol-anore et aL. 1994; DelLasega &

Ca1cezo, 1994 ) .
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To conplete a comprehensive assessment, nurses require an

effective screening too.l to assess cognitive irnpairment j-n the

elderly client. The screening tool rnust be both rel-iab1e and

va1id. Schr,¿amm, Van Dyke, Kiernan, Merrin and Mueller (1987)

claimed that one fundarnentaÌ requirement of any screening tool- is

that it has high sensitívity (a low rate of false positive

results). In addition, the tooL must índicate clearly the

specific guidelines required to facilitate the process of

accurately assessj-ng cognitively irnpairrnent in elderly cl-ients.

The adoption of such a tool could generate a process whereby

valid information about the cognitive functioning of older adults

might be easily obtained. Canpbell (1995) stated thaÈ the

screening tools used by nurses are not intended to be diagnostic.

Instead, they are intended to deternine onJ-y the progression of

changes in the ¡nental- status of the elderly cl-ient. The proper

use of adequate screenÍng tool-s facilitates a nursing focus upon

specj.fic problems followed by the appropriate intervention

strategies. Such a pfan of care is inportant for eJ-derJ-y clients

who rnanifest varying degrees of cognitíve irnpairment in acute and

chronic care settings.

McDougall- (1990) stated that a variety of reliable,

val-idated screening tool-s are currently avaiLabl-e to assess the

presence, absence or degree of cognitive impaÍrment. According to

Fields, Ful-op, Sachs, Strain and Fj-I1-it (1992) and Foreman (1987)

the three cognitive screening instruments which have been most

used extensively in cLinical- practice have been: the FoLstein
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Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), the Cognitive Capacity

Screening Examination (CCSE), and the Short Portabl-e Mental

Status Questj-onnaire (SPMSQ). Yazdanfar (1990) stated that these

mental tests are global in nature yielding a singJ.e score in an

attenpt to quantify the leveÌ of cognitive functioning. In brief,

the CCSE (Jacobs, Bernhard Delgado, & Strain, 1977) is a 3o-ite¡n

questionnaire developed to diagnose diffuse organic mental

syndromes in nonpsychiatric patients, The SPMSo (Pfeiffer, 1975)

is a 1O-item, easily administered instrument, that was deveJ.oped

to detect the presence of intel-l-ectuaL inpairrnenÈ in ol-der adults

who are either living ín the cornmunity or residing in

instj.tutions. However, NoLan and BLass (L993) and Kane and Kane

(1981) cl-aimed that the Mini-Mentat State Examinatíon (MMSE) is

the nost widely used mental- status evaluation tool and it
provides brief gJ-obal assessments of cognitive functioning in

elderly cl-ients.

The Mini-Mental State Exanination, developed by Folstein et

aI . (1975), is a screening test that provides a brief and

objective measure of cognitive function. The tool consists of 11

questions and the range of the total score is 0-30. High scores

(24-30) indicate intact cognitive functioning, and J.ow scores (0-

23 ) indicate varying degrees of i-npaired cognitive functioning

(severe to mild). The questionnaire i-s divided Ínto two sectÌons.

The first section requires verbal responses only and assesses

orientation, registration, and attentioni the ¡naximum score is

21. The second section evaLuates the ability to write a sentence
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spontaneously, to name objects, to follow verbal and written

com¡nands and to copy two overlapping pentagons; the maxinu¡n score

is 9 (McDougal-l-, l-990). Adninistration tine of the MMSE varies

(Albert & Cohen, L992i GaIIo et aI . 1995). The guide]-ines for its

ad¡ninistration are subject to interpretation, but the scores

obtained for each ite¡n can be recorded on the instrument form.

Braekhue, L.,aake and Engedal (1992) cLaimed that MMSE is a val-id

and re]iable screening tool- for the detection of cognitive

inpairnent in elderJ.y adults.

In eval-uating the validity of screening tests, the

sensitivity and specificity, as weLl- as the predictive val-ue of

the tool, nust be considered (Larson, 1986). The sensitivity of a

test ís defined as the percentage of individuals who truly

manifest the attribute being considered and are classj-fied

accurately by the test. If such is the case the rating i8 a rtrue

positiver (Foreman, l-987; Boring, Daniels, Eley, FLandersr &

Greenberg/ 1993). In contrast, the specificity of a test is

defined as the percentage of índividuals who truJ-y do not

manifest the attribute being considered and are correctly

classified by the test, If such is the case the rating ís a rtrue

negativer (Foreman, 1987; Boring et a] . 1993; Gallo et al . 1995)

stated that the sensitivity and the specificity of a screening

test are used to assess the vaLue of its application in the

cl-inical setting.

Gal-lo et al . ( L995 ) clairned that a re.Iated concept is t.he

predictive value of the test resuLt. The predictive value of a
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positive test result is the percentage of the individual-s with

positive test resul-ts who truly have the condition of interest.

Individual-s v¡ith a positive result but without the condition, are

considered to have false-positive resuLts (GaÌIo et al . 1995). On

the oÈher hand, the predictive value of a negative test result is

the percentage of the individuals with negative test results $'ho

truly do not have the condition of interest. rndividuals, with a

negative resul-t but with the condition, are considered to have

false-negative results (L,arson, 1986). Forenan (1987) claimed

that given the nature of the phenomenon and the consequences of

not identÍfyíng a cognitively inpaired eJ-derly client, false

positive ¡nisclassifications are more acceptable than fal-se

negatives .

Forenan (1987) reported that the MMSE ad¡ninistered to a

group of elderly cl-ients on a general ¡nedical-surgical- unit in a

hospj-tal setting had a sensitivity of. 822 and specificity of 80%.

Further¡nore, the results indicated that for the MMSE the

predictive value of the positive test result v¡as 80U and the

predictj-ve value of a negative test resul-t was 82%.

Evidence suggests that MMSE neasures cognitive functioning

in a consistent manner. ErnpiricaJ. studies have indícated that

resuLts from test-retest rel-iability co-efficient for both

cognitively intact and irnpaired respondents generally faI1

between .80 and .95 ( Tombough & Mclntyret L992). The MMSE has a

high alpha co-efficient of .91 indicatíng good internal-

consistency (AÌbert & Cohen, t992). This high alpha level
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provides evidence that the ite¡ns in the MMSE scale seem to be

measuring the same construct of cognitive inpairrnent (Foreman,

1987; Kay, Henderson, Scott, Wj-Ìson, Richwood, & Grayson 1985).

While Mol-l-oy et al . (L991) have said that MMSE is a vaLid

and reliabl-e looL they caution that interpretation and scoring of

responses on the test are broad, subjectj-ve and nay vary among

raters. Interrater differences anong heal.th professionals may

affect the reLiabil-ity of the scores. Molloy et aI . (1991-)

deveJ.oped more precise guide]-ines for MMSE administraÈíon and in

doing so they created a standardized version of the test. The

test is called the Standardized Mini-Mental- State Examination

(SMMSE). The 11 questj-ons found in the tooL are ti¡ne-Ìimited, and

the scores range from 0-30. Furthernore, in developíng specific

guidelines, the tool- has becorne nore user-friendly. That is, the

guidelines are more clearÌy outlined by giving instructions and a

ti¡ne l-i¡nj-t for each iten. The MoLloy et al . (199L) findings

revealed that SMMSE had higher reliability (intracl-ass

correLation .90) than the MMSE (intraclass correl-ation .69) in

rneasuring cognitive impairment in a study group of 48 elderly

residents from a nursing home and chronic care hospital setting.

No resul-ts are reported, however, regarding the validity of the

SMMSE.

Even though both screening tools separate cÌients with

cognitive irnpairnent fron those who are cognitively intact the

tooLs do not replace a complete cl-inicaÌ appraisal in assessing

cl-ients with cognitive inpairrnent (Fol-stein et al-. L975). As part
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of the clinical- assessnent, the heal-th professj-onal, such as the

nurse, can use either the MMSE or the SMMSE, to screen different

levels of cognitive function in the elderly cLíents (Del-Lasega &

Morris, 1993i Forenan, 1989; MolIoy, McIlroy, Guyatt, & Lever,

t99t) .

MiLler (1995) has cl-ai¡ned that whenever cognitive function

is assessed with a traditional psychonetric testing such as the

MMSE, the educational and occupatj-onal- l-evel- and cul-tural

background of the elder]-y cLient must be considered. Furthernore,

Galasko, Kl-auber, Hofstetter, Sa1rnon, Lasker and ThaL (1990)

clai¡ned that the level of education influences scores on the

MMSE. However, one study found no evidence to suggest a

difference in validity or rel-iabiLity of the MMSE between the

more educated and Èhe less educated (Jorm, Scott, Henderson, &

Kay, 1988). Al-so Dolamore, Libow, Mulvihill, ol-son, Sack, Engberg

and Starer (L994) concLuded that no signi-ficant difference ín

validity due to educationaf levels r,¡as found between the MMSE and

another mental- status assessment tool the FRoMAJE (Functional/

Reasoning, orientation, Memory, Arithmetic, Judgement and

Enotion ) ,

Mace (1987) and Agostinelli et al-. (1994) suggested that the

scores obtained by the MMSE screening tool ¡neasure not only the

cognitive status of elderly clients but they offer clues to

specific functional abílities and disabiÌities. For exampl-e, the

inability of an el-derly client to spell the word 'woRLDr backward

is claimed to suggest an irnpairrnent j-n attentíon. Additional-
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inpairment (e.9. poor attention) as it reLates to function (eg.

ability to eat independently) assists the nurse to specify

interventions (e.9. use of simple commands ) that can ¡naximize the

cLientrs functional ability (Agostinel-li et al-, L994). However,

Ðel-l-asega and Cutezo (L994) caution that aÌthough screening

instruments such as the MMSE are avail-able to assist the nurse in

rnaking a cognitive assessment, these instruments faíf to capture

the functionaf aspect of the elderly cl-j-ent's cognitive

abilities. For example, even though an e1derJ.y client may score

poorly on a formaL exam, he or she rnay stilJ. be able to live

independently and to carry out the actj-vities of daily líving as

well as even more cornplex tasks such as grocery shopping.

Presently/ sorne evidence exists which cl-aims that the qualíty of

l-ife for the cognitively impaired elderly cl-ient can be inproved

by estinating the functional- l-evel and by planning interventions

based on the MMSE perfornance (Aske, 1990).

Prevalence and Screeninq of Cognitíve Impairment

in HospítaJ.ized Elderly Clients

The proportion of eJ.derJ.y persons in the Canadian population

ís increasing steadiJ.y and is projected to continue to increase

during the next 75 years. The "Canadian Task Force on the

PerÍodic Health Exanninationn (1991) and 'rManitoba Study of Heal-th

and Aging" (1995) indicated that cognitive irnpairment becomes

increasingJ-y wj-despread anong peopLe who are 65 and oLder. The
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ItManitoba Study of Health and Agingr' (1995) estimated that 82 of
every 1,000 Manitobans aged 65 and o.Ider are affected by denentia

(alI types). Many of these elderly clients become hospitalized

and fare v¡orse than thej-r cognitívely íntact counterparts.

Evidence indicates that during different stages of

hospitalizatLon 241 to 80U of eJ.derly clients ín general have

experienced some form of cognitive j-rnpairment (Cavanaugh, 1983;

Willians, CanpbeJ-l, Raynor, Musholt, Mlynarczyk, & Crane_t 1985;

Erkinjunitti, Àutio, & WÍkstro¡n 1988; Del-l-asega & Shellenbarger,

1-992). Results of a study conducted by Fields et al . (1986)

indicated that the cognitively inpaired patients had a higher

rate of mortalj-ty than the cognitively intact patients.

Consequently, to document cognitive changes over tirne the use of

sirnple, but val-id and rel-iabl-e nental status tests is inperative.

The rrCanadian Task Force on the Periodic Health ExaminatÍonrr

(1991), strongly reco¡n¡nended that one of the research priorit,ies

shouLd be to develop screening instrunents for cognitive

irnpairnent in acute and chronic care settings which are more

sensítive and ¡nore specífic than are those currently available.

One of the screening tool-s used wideJ-y, in acute and chronic care

settings, to assess cognitive impairment in eJ-derJ-y cÌients is
the MMSE (Del-l-asega & ShelÌenbarger, L992). Thís research

reported the rel-íabiJ-ity of the MMSE and the SMMSE tool-s when

they were used'to assess cognitive irnpairrnent in elderly cl-ients

Ín a chronic care setting.
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Psychometric ProÞerties of Screeni¡q Too1s - MMSE and SMMSE

Validíty and reliability are basic requirements of

measure¡nent instruments. These thro aspects are considered next Ín
this review of the psychonetric properties of the MMSE and SMMSE

screening tool-s for cognitive irnpairrnent. onl-y one study haÊ

compared the rel-iabilíty of the SMMSE to that MMSE (Mol-l-oy et aI .

1991). The validity of the SMMSE has not been reported ín any of

the studies reviewed. 
-.-

Validitv
Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument

meaEures what it is intended to neasure. Validity is the ul-tinate

requirement of all scal-es and tests. High reliability in an

Ínstrument provj-des no evidence of its val-idity for an intended

purpose. Three types of validity are: content validity,
criterion-related validity, and construct validj-ty. These types

of validity correspond either to Èhe kínd of vaì.idity infor¡naÈion

to be gathered or to the airn of testing of the instru¡nent in
question.

Content validity demonstrates thé"eÍt.ent to which the sanple

of ite¡ns of an instru¡nent is representative of so¡ne do¡nain of

content (McMiIJ-an, L992). This type of evidence is usually

collected by a panel of experts who judge whether or not the

content of the scale is truly representative of the concept being

measured (Dadakis Horn, 1981). In a study conducted by Forenan

(1987) content val-idity of the MMSE was delermined by reviewing

and by surnmarizing the psychonetríc and cfinical l-iterature about
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the mental status questionnaire. Findings reveaLed that the MMSE

measures aspects of mental- status.

The second type of validity, criterion-reLated validity,

seeks to establish the relationship between the scores¡ of the

ínstrument and so¡ne externally establíshed criterion of an

acceptable standard. To determine the sensi-tivity of MMSE,

Anthony, L.,eResche, Niaz, VonKorff and FoLstein (1982) were the

first to employ l-he 23/24 cut-off criterion. This cut-off
criterion was based on data originally reported Uy rolsiein et

al . (1975) \,rho suggested that a high, if not perfect, LeveL of

sensitivity (true positive) would occur if the cut-off criterion

was set at 23/24. In the study conducted by Anthony et al-. (L982)

findings revealed that at this cut-off value (23/24) the MMSE

identified correctly 20 of the 23 irnpaired patients on a general

¡nedicaf ward in a hospítal setting (sensitivity of 87? and

specíficity of 822). Two other studies of elderJ-y clients in.*

hospital settings lsing 23/24 val-ue as a cut-off point have

reported sensitivity 792-824 and specificity 80U -86? (Forenan,

1-987; Kafonek, Ettinger, Roca, Kittner; Tay.Ior, & German, l-989).

However, only the study by Kafonek al . (1989) reported

sensitivity of 77eo and specificity of 86U when scores were

adjusted for physical disabil-ity. The sane methodology was also

used in this study.

The sensitivity of the MMSE for general neurology and

psychiatric patients is J.ow, ranging from 2LZ to 76s" ( Tombough &

Mclntyre/ 1992r. Two reasons are cited for this occurrence, one
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reason is that language iterns are too sirnple to detect

i:npairments, and the other reason is that MMSE is insensítive to

darnage in the right henisphere, causing an increase in false

negatives (Dick, Guil-of f , Stewart,, Blackstock, àiel-uwska/ PauI, &

Marsdan, 1984). Two enpirical- investigations however, have

indicated l-owered specificity when psychíatric patients are

included in the conparison group. In one such study, Davous,

LaMour, DeBrand and Rondot (1987) reported tOO? specificity when

the control- group consj.sted of patíents r,¡ith neurol-ogi.;f

dísorders, but only 82% specificity when psychiatric patients

were used. In the second study, Fol-stein et al-. (1985) reported

similar trends of specifícj-ty in a cornrnunity survey.

The last type of validity to be considered j-s construct

val-idity. Construct vaLidity refers to the extent to which an

instrument meaaures a theoretical construct or t.rait. Since the

MMSE was developed to assess the construct of general cognitiye

ability, FoLstein, et 41. (1975) compared MMSE scores to those

obtained on the wechsler Adult Intelligence Scal-e. À correlation
of .78 with the VerbaÌ ScaLe and .66 with the Performance Scal-e

was found. In their cornprehensive review of the MMSE, Tombough

and Mcfntyre (Lgg2) claimed that several studies have confirmed a

high correlation between the MMSE and the wechsl-er Adult

Intelligence Scale.

Rel-iabil-itv

The reliability of a instrument is defined as the extent to
which the instrument yields the sa¡ne resul-ts on repeated
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measures. The three irnportant co¡nponents of a reliabLe scale are

stability, internaÌ consistency and equivaJ-ence. These three

elements wil-J- be discussed briefly in relation to the MMSE and

SMMSE screening tools.

The stabiÌity of the tool refers to the tool's ability to

produce the same resul-ts with repeated testing. one of the major

tests of reJ.iabiJ-ity used to estirnate stability is the test-

retest reJ-iability. Tombaugh and Mclntyre (7992) clained that

several studies provide data on test-retest reliability for the

MMSE screening tool, These studies use a test-retest interval- of

2 months or less in order to reduce the influence that ill-ness-

induced changes might exert on esÈimates of rel-iabiJ-ity (FoJ-stein

et a1 . 1975; Dick et aL. 1984; Anthony et al . 1982; Jorm, Scott

cullen/ & MacKinnon, 1997). Findings from these studies indicated

that test-retest reliability co-efficient for both cognitj-vely

intact and impaired respondents fel-l- between .?9 and .95. The6e

reliability estimates are generally consistent with those

reported by Lesher and I¡flhel-ihan (L986) for other brief cognitive

screening tests. A Lot¡ test-retest reliability coefficient was

obtained for del-irious subjects in a study conducted by Ànthony

et al . (1982). However this unusually low coefficient of .56 for

del-iriun patients in the hospital setting ref l-ect6 the

fLuctuating course of delirium. Two studies report effects on

test-retesÈ reliability which may be due to 'practice effectsl

(FoJ.stein et aL. 1975: Jorm et al . (1991). Jorm et aI . (1991-)

argued that memory regarding the responses is unlíkely to be
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entirely responsibLe for the effects on retest because reasonably

high test-retest reliability has been reported previously.

Neverthel-ess, Keating III (1987) recornmended that investigators

rnodify perj.odically the three ite¡ns of: object recaIl, backward

spelling, and serial- subtraction particularJ.y in situations in

which groups of el-der1y people congregate and share their medj-ca1

experiences. At present, onl-y one 6tudy has reported SMMSE to

have a significant difference in test-reÈest reliability
(intracl-ass correLation .90) as cornpared to the MMSE (MolLoy et

aI . 199i-).

The second type of reJ.iability is internaL consistency or

homogeneity. This type of reliabiJ-ity identífies the items within

the scale which reflect or measure the same concept. This type of

reliability indicates the extent to which the itens on the test

are cornpJ-ementary to each other. one statistical- test used to

assess internal consistency of an instrument is Cronbachrs a1pha.

Kane and Kane (1981) reported that the most widely used mental--

status screening tooLs are designed purposely to incl-ude ite¡ns

which represent a variety of do¡naíns. In such cases,

investigators $rould not expect the tool to be internally

consistent. However, the Forenan (1987) findings revealed a high

alpha level .96 obtained when the MMSE was used with a nixed

group of ¡nedical- and surgical patients in a hospital setting.

This estinate of reliability suggests that MMSE measures just one

concept, and that it is consistent over tine (Forenan, 1987).
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Equivalence is the third type to be considered in estirnating

the retiability of a ¡neasurerand it arises when different

observers or raters are using the tool- to neasure the same

variable. That is, if the scale is adrninistered by two different

raters, the scores shouLd be highly correlated. Kane and Kane

(1981) c]aimed that inter-rater refiability tests, which are

designed to deter¡nine whether the resuLts are consistent despite

variations in interview styl-es and techniques have generally not

been reported. However, the Molloy et al-. (1991) findings shor^¡ed

the inter-rater variance to be reduced 763, lthen the SMMSE was

used, as cornpared to the MMSE, to measure cognitive inpairment in

elderly residents. SpecificalJ.y, when different raters use the

SMMSE scale to measure cognitive impairment in the elderly

residents more agreement exists betqteen the ratings of the

different raters.

The MMSE has been shor^rn to be reliabl-e and valid i-n clinical-
pracÈice and research settings (Foreman, 1987; Crum, Anthony,

Bassett, & Folstej-n, 1993). Currently, the MMSE is the most

widely employed screening instrument for cognitive impairment

(Roccaforte, Willianns, Burke, Bayer, & wengel, L992). Enpirical

investigations re¡nain to be conducted to further assess the

relíabíIity and vaJ-idity of the sMMsE screening tool for

cognitive irnpairrnent.
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Chapter Su¡n¡nary

This l-iterature review has incl-uded a presentation of the

research findings and points of view of cognition and changes in

cognitive functioning in the elderly; cognitive impairnent in the

elderJ-y; prevalence of cognitive irnpairment and the screening

tools used to detect cognitive irnpairrnent in hospítalized elderly

cl-ients. Finally, the psychometric properties of the two

screening tools ( l.î.lSE and SMMSE) used ín this research study are

presented.

The review indicates that cognitj-ve inpairment in the

elderly client is a prevalent problern in our society today.

Assessing mentaL status of elderly cl-ients has been found to be

important, especially on initial assessment for older adults

adrnitted to institutions. Changes in mental- status need to be

carefully assessed by health professional-s, such as nurses, with

a valid and rel-iable screening tool .

This study compared the reLiability of two screening tool-s

(MMSE & sMMsE) for cognitive impairment in elderly clients in

five chronic care units in a geriatric care facility.

The purpose of this study r,¡as to compare the MMSE and SMMSE

scal-es by deterrnining the following:

1. the correLatÍon between MMSE and SMMSE in rneasurj-ng

cognitive irnpairnent in elderly cl-ients in chronic care units,

2. estj-nates of rel-iabiLity associated with MMSE in rneasuring

cognitive j.mpairment ín elderly cLients in chronic care units,
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3. estinates of reliability associated with SMMSE in rneasuring

cognitive inpairment in elderty cl-ients in chronic care uníts.
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in the study is presented in six

sections. The research design used in the study is introduced

first to provide a basis for the later sections. À description of

the setting and sampJ.e of cognitively irnpaired eJ-derly cl-ients

who partícipated is provided. Next, the propertíes of the

instruments adninistered in this research study are presented.

The procedure u6ed, with enphases on the protocoL and on the

informed consent process are províded to cfarify the research

methodolog'y used. Final1y, the data anaÌysis used in this study

is outLined.

Des ign

Table L

The Crossover Design

This design used the repeated administrations of a

traditionaÌ screening test (MMSE), and a standardized screening

test (SMMSE) at sel-ected tirne intervals of a week apart. A sample

of 28 cognitiveJ-y irnpaired clients of both sexes in chronic care

units were randomJ.y assigned either into Group A or to Group B.

Each group was comprised of 14 participants. For the first two

TIME 1 cRossovER 1

GrouÞ A MMSE MMSE SMMSE SMMSE

GrouÞ B SMMSE SMMSE MMSE MMSE
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weeks Group A were admj-nist,ered the MMSE, and Group B !¡ere

administered the SMMSE screening tooL. For the second 2 week

period Group A were administered the SMMSE and Group B were

administered the MMSE screening tool-. A crossover of both scales

occurred to controf for order effecÈs,

According to Fleiss (1986) an irnportant feature to consider

when each research participant acts as his or her own control is

to address the possible effects of order. Variations in responses

over the course of the study can be a function of practice or of

fatigue (so-caIled constant errors). The crossover design, known

also as a counter bal-ance design, control-s for order effects

Counterbalancing is achieved by randomly dividing the group in

half and giving each haLf the tasks in the opposite order

(Tuckmann, 1978). In this study the tasks are the tvro scales

being studied. A counterbalanced order e.g. MMSE and SMMSE, SMMSE

and MMSE enables the constant errors to be equal-ized across the

experiences .

setting

The participants in this study were recruited from five
chronj-c care units in a J.ong term care geriatric centre situated

in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Two of the units, comprised of 44 beds

each, are cl-assified as respíratory unj-ts and most of the

residents have chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Three of

the other chronic care units, cornprised of 61 beds in total-'

housed l-ong tern care residents with chronic condj-tions such as
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cardiovascul-ar disease, arthritis, Parkinsonrs Disease etc. Each

of the five units was rnanaged by a Nurse Unit Manager who was a

registered nurse. The long term faciLity used in the study has a

total of 461 in-patient beds where skilled staff provides long

term care and a wide range of specialized programs for the

patients.

SampIe

To be included in the sample, each el-derly participant had

to meet the following inclusion cri-teria: age 60 or older as at

the connencement of study, able to understand and to speak

English, 1ow dosages or no psychotropic drugs. Participants were

excLuded from the study if they: had acute psychiatric illnesses,

had acute illnesses that rnight interfere $/ith the scores (i.e.

high fever), denonstrated recent changes in cognitive function

due to current che¡nical- dependency, were on a behavior-management

program, had received a Folstein's Mini-Mental State Examination

within 30 days prior to the commencement of the study, or had

severe sensory/physical deficits and aphasia which night

interfere with their ability to answer íte¡ns on the test. Based

on these criteria, 35 cogniÈi-ve1y inpaired elderly residents were

identified by either the nurse unit rnanager or 6taff regístered

nurses from each of the units. of the 35 eligibJ-e residents, sj-x

were excLuded because Èhe investigator could not obtain a proxy

consent. one patient died a fe!, days after being selected.
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This study consisted of 28 cognitivel-y inpaired elderly

partícipants. The 28 participants included 9 males and 19

fenales. The nean age was 79 years with an age range fron 60-98

years. The sample was predominatel-y fe¡nale (682). of the total

sarnple the najority (89t) had education of grade eight and above.

The demographic data for gender, age and l-evef of education are

presented ín surnmary form in Tabl-e 2,

TabLe 2

Gender, Aqe, and Education Levefs by Grouþ

I. Gender

(See Appendix A for gender, age and l-eveÌ of educaÈion by group).

Most participants (43%) were of British de6cent; 21å were of

Slavic background; 102 were of French origin and the remainder

262 were from various ethnic backgrounds. All participants were

retired. Their principal- occupatj-on prior to retirenent was

CombinedcpsA&B N z

male 9

female 19 68

¡I Meân Range

Combined A t B 2A ?9 vrs. 60-98 vrs,

III. Education LeveL Achieved

Mean v¡ith
Gr 8 or hiqher (%)

Mean with
Less than Gr I (?)

Combined A & B 89 11
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. recorded. Àpproxinately one-third 1n = 9) of participants were

ho¡ne-rnakers and the other two-thirds (n = 19) held various

occupations ranging from a high school teacher to a labourer.

(Table 3)

Table 3

Ethnii Background and Pre-retirenent occupation þy Group

Note: Percentages have been rounded so they may not total to 100
z.

II. occupatio

Note: Percentages have been rounded so they may not total to 100
4.
(see Appendix B for ethnicity and occupation by group).

, Ethnic

Group Ethnicitv n &

Combined
Groups A & B

British
S Lavic
French
IcelandÍc
Scottish
Aboriginal
German
Swedish

L2
6
3

1
1
1

43
2L
L0
7
7

4
4

Group Occupation n z

Co¡nbined
Groups A &

Honemaker
sal esperson
Teacher
Brevter
Counsel- lor
Factory Worker
Labourer
Mailrnan
Pilot
Purchasing egt
Religious Bro,
Restauranteur
Seamst.re s s
TeI egrapher
Waitress
wel-der

9
4

1
1
1
1
l-
1
1
1
1
1

7

1
1

32
t4
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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The demographic variab.i.es of age, gender, education, and

occupation are distríbuted equally across the 2 treatnent groups

sio any differences in outcorne neasures cannot be attributed to

any of these sources.

In December 1994, at the beginning of the 6tudy, twelve of

Èhe research participants v¡ere selected and randomly assigned,

using a table of rando¡n numbers, either to Group A or to Group B.

Subsequentl-y throughout the study the re¡nainder of the sampJ-e was

randomly assigned in a sirnifar manner to either Group A or to

croup B. By April, 1995, each group had 14 participants. of the

28 cognitively irnpaired participants, 13 participants displayed

high leveJ-s of physical impainnent. These 13 participants

experienced physical difficuLties at êompl-eting some of the

tasks. For example, some of the research participants had

difficulty ín grasping the pencil. others had difficulty ín

noving their arm. A few research participants couLd not c1ear..ly

see the bold print on a card which stated rclose your eyesr.

Other6, on the other hand, found it difficult to hear the

researcher ask the questions even thoúfh'the tone of voíce and

the enunciation of v¡ords by the researcher were audible for other

participants. If the researcher observed that the participant was

unable to conplete the item due to physical irnpainnent then the

researcher recorded "physicalJ.y unablerr for that particular item.

For these participants after data col-l-ection their scores were

adjusted for physical disability according to the method used by

Kafonek et al . (1989).
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FoJ.lowing this ¡nethod, Lf 5 single point items were mj-ssed

then the score achj-eved for that particular participant was out

of 25, rather than 30, v¡hich represented the cumuLative score

e.g. L5/25. To account for weighting based on physical

disability, the cumulative score eg. (15/25) was proportioned out

of 30 v¡hich represented the adjusted score e.g. 1a/30. If the

research parÈicipant scored less than 762 of. the total poj.nts

available, after correctíon for those that could not be cornpleted

because of physical disability, cognit,ive inpairment was

diagnosed e.g. L8/3o x 100 = 60?. This cut- off val-ue of 76? is

the same as the established cut off point selected in this study.

That is, those participants scoríng less than 24 points are

considered to be cognitively inpaj-red.

InstrumenÈs

The MMSE and SMMSE ¡neasured cognitive irnpairment j.n the..28

elderly participants residing in the five chronic care unj-ts.

The sinil-arities and differences between both scales are

presented beginning with the MMSE ínstiuÍnent. The MMSE is

comprised of two sections which together contain Ll tasks of

cognition. The first part assesses the foJ.lowj-ng: orientation to

time (year, season, date, day, nonth) and IocatÍon (countryt

province, city, centre, fl-oor) (10 points); regisÈration by

i¡nmediate recal-l- of 3 words e.g. (bal1, car, man) (3 points);

attention and calculation by ability to count backwards fron 100

by ?s to 65 or Íf cl-ient cannot or will not perform task then by
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ability to spell rworldt backward (5 points); short tern ¡nemory

by recall- of the three words in registration item (3 points). The

second part assesses language by ability to nane 2 objects,

repeat a sentence, fol-Iow a three-stage cornrnand, read a sentence

out loud and obey what it says and write a sentence (8 points);
and constructional abiJ.ity by perforrnance on a task that requíres

the client to copy a desígn (1 point) (Gall-o et al . 1995i

Cockrell 6( FoLstein, 1988). Scores ranged from 0 to 30. The study

by Folstein et aI . (1975) indicated that individua.I-s who are

cognitively íntact often obtain scores ranging from 24-30 with a

mean score of 27.6. fn order to compl-ete the test successfully,

the elderly client must be sensory intact (hearing and vision),
and they ¡nust de¡nonstrate sufficient nusculoskeletal function to
hold a pencil or pen and to write (Dellasega & Morris, 1993).

(See Appendix cl- for screenj-ng tool).
The second test, SMMSE, ís a standardized version of the¡

MMSE. The tool is divided ínto 2 sections containing 11 iterns of

cognition. The first part assesses the foJ-lowing; orientation to

tine (year, season, month, d¿ite/ day) dnil location (country,

provj-nce, city, centre, floor) ( l-0 points); registration by

i¡nmediate recall of 3 r¿ords e.g. (balJ-, car, man) or e.g. (be11,

jar, fan) for rêpeated use (3 points) i attention and calculation
by abiì.ity to spe]-J- rr,¡orld I backward ( 5 points ) ; short term

memory by recall of three words in registration item (3 points).
The second part assesses language by abj-lity to name 2 objects,

repeat a sentence, read a sentence out loud and obey ¡,rhat it
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says/ follo$r a three-stage comnand, and write a sentence (g

poínts); and constructional- ability by performance on a task that
requj-res the clíent to copy a design (1 point). Molloy et al .

(1991) developed more precise guidelines regarding the sboring
procedures and the tirnes required for responding to each itern.

Scores range frorn 0 to 30. (See Appendix C2 f.or screening tool).
Both tools measure cognítive functioning in the eLderl-y

client. However/ si¡nilarities as welL as differences in the two

j.nstruments exist. one sinÍlarity is that a cut off point of 24

dístingui-shes cognitiveJ-y impaired elderly clients from non

inpaired elderJ.y clients. In regarding differences, the ttimer

aspect of the orientation task in the SMMSE asks questions from a
generaJ. to a nore specific format, v¡hereas the MMSE does not. In
the att.ention and calculatíon task the SMMSE does not require t.he

elderl-y cl-Íent to do the serial- zs task. MeanwhiLe the MMSE

requires the exarniner to begin with the serial_ 7s. rf the client
cannot, or will not, co¡npLete the task then the task of spelling
the word tworl,dr backward is initiated. See TabLe 4 for
si¡nilarities and dif f erences of the t'ftISE'and St"tiuSE screening

tooIs.
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Tabl-e 4

I. screenino TooLs: sÍnilarities and Differences

SimilaritÍes
MMSE-SMMSE

Differences
MMSE

Dif ferences
SMMSE

Purpose Both measure cognlt¡ve
tunctìon¡ng in lhe eldedy

CoDtent 1f items: a6ses orienlat¡on,
memory, attent¡on,
calculalion, language,
con6trucllonal abll¡ty

Àdministretion easlly adminislrated 5-15 minutes to admlnlster

Guidel¡nes provlded

6 'l12 mlnufes to adminlster

Preclse quidel¡neg

Psychonetric
propertÍes

Valid ity:
prev¡ously detemlned

Rellabllity:
teshretestr=,79-.95

lntemal Con6istency:
Alpha=.9'l-.96

Validity:
NoT determlned

Rel¡ab¡lity:
Molloy et al. (1991)

lnlraclaas corôlalionl
SMMSE = .90

MMSE = .69

Score Maximum 30
scores f.om 24-30 = NO
cogn¡l¡ve ImÞa¡rment

Score6 from 18 - 23
represenl m¡ld cogn¡tive
impa¡.ment

Score6 f¡om 0 - 17 represenl
sêvêre cognltlve lmpalrment
Cfombaugh & Mclntyrê,
1992)

scores from 20 - 23
repre6ent mild cognìt¡ve
impairment.

Scores from 10 - 19
repre6ent moderate
cognit¡ve impalrmênt

Scoreg from 0 - I represent
6evere cognilive
lmpairment (Molloy et al.,
1991)
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Table 4 ( continued)

II. Screeninq Tools: Content

fr, .u*mary, the SMMSE/ as conpared to the MMSE/ is more

rigorous j-n application (tirne linits) and is more consistent in

for¡nat ( general- to specific).

CONTENE MMSE SMMSE SCORE

Orientation yeat
season
date
day
month
counlry
province
city
centÍe
foor

yeat
Season
month
date
day
country
province
clty
centrc
floor 10

Regístration 3 word6:
ball
caf

man

of
ball
cal
man

bell
jat

Attention and
Calculation

Sêrial 76
- lf cannot or w¡ll not pe¡form

serial 7s lhen : Spell 'world"
backward.

Spell'\À,orld" backward

Recal I Restâle the 3 word6 from
lhe Regiôlration section

Restate the 3 words from
the Registratlon seclÌon

3

Language

ConsÈruct ional
Ability

Name two objects
Repeat a 6entence

Follow a 3-stagô command

Read a 6entence and.obey
what it 6ays
'Close your eyes'
Wñte a sentence

Copy a design

Name t\¡¿o objects
Repeat a sentence

Read a 6entence and obey
what ¡t says
'Close your eye6'

Follow a 3-stage command

Wrilê a sêntêncê

Copy a de6ign

Total

8
1

=30
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Procedure

This section is divided ínto tv¡o parts. In the first part

the protocol of how the study was conducted is introduced.

Second, the procedure used to obtain informed consent ís
provided.

Protocol

Data collection was carried out fro¡n Dece¡nber L, 1994 to

April 1, 1995. Prior to the adninistration of both MMSE .and

SMMSE, denographic data (age, gender/ leveJ- of educatioi,

occupation, ethnic background ) were collected by the researcher:

(a) frorn the registered nurses, who identified the potentiaL

research partícipants, and (b) from a review of the chart of each

potential participant. The MMSE was ad¡ninistered followíng the

procedure of Folstej-n et al. (1975) in which the serial- ?rs and

rworldt backr,tard task that assess attenti-on and calculation are

assr¡med to be interchangeabl-e (Galasko et af. 1990). Research.

participantE¡ vrere asked to begin with 100 and count backwards by

7. They were asked to stop after 5 subtractions. If they were

either unable to or would not conpLete'the task of subtraction

the alternative of spelling rworldt backward was offered to them.

The SMMSE, developed by Moll-oy et aL. (1991), was administered.

The attention and cal-culation task was assessed by the ability of

the research participant to spell- world backward without

attenpting the' serial 7s.

The 'practice effectsr as reported by Folstein et a1 . (l-975)

and by Jorm et at. (1991) were considered. The investigator
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¡nodified the object recal-l íte¡n on the SMI'ÍSE during the second

and fourth week. The rnain objects used by the researcher were

(ba11, car and man). Examples of alternate objects are provided

in the SMMSE guideLines. The three word.s used Uy tfre researcher

were (beLI, jar and fan).

The time of adrninistration of both tests for research

partÍcipants in each group and for the environmental setting was

controlfed. PartÍcipants ín both groups had their tests .-

administered by the Ínvestigator on Saturdays either irrtth"

rnorning or in the afternoon during each of the four weeks. It was

irnportant to keep the test time consistent because the elderly

rnay respond differently during. dífferent parts of the day.

According to one nurse researcher, Carnevali (L992), the best

time for an interview with the eÌderly cLient is during the

morning hours because cognitive functioning tends to decrease j-n

the Late afternoon and evening. The environ¡nental setting was.

standardized for all research participants by always

adrninistering the test in a quiet area e.9., ward lounge, ward

conference roon, and the client's own roon, providing that no

other cLients were present. Tonbough and Mclntyre (1992), \,¿ho

reviewed a series of studies using MMSE, argued that the site of

testing can also influence retest scores.

Informed consent

An establ-ished expectation exists that under no

circu¡nstances nay an investigator involve a hurnan being as a

research participant before obtaining a vol-untary inforrned
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consent from either the participant or fro¡n their J-egally

authorized representative. As with other age groups/ these basic

ethical princj-ples, such as: 1) respect for persons, 2)

beneficence which identifies the need to ¡níni¡nize risks, and 3)

justice which focuses on the need to ensure fairness and equity

in the selection of research partícipants apply to older adults

(Harrison, 1993). However, there is a group of elderly who are

vulnerabfe to research abuse because of their increasing.=

dependency and decJ.ining cognitj-ve abilities (NeveIoff Dubl-er,

1987). In response to the vul-nerability that is found in some

e1derly, the American College of Physícians published a posj-tion

paper addressing t,he use of hu¡nan research participants who are

cognitíveLy j-npaired as (reported by High, t992). Briefly, thís
paper urges investigators to devel-op rnechanisms for atlowing

research participants to render a consent in advance of beconing
j-mpaired or to designate proxies to carry out the intent of their
directives by supervising the research participantsrs taking part
j-n the research study. In instances when no advance directives
are g.iven by the research participants "and, r,¡hen no proxy has

been appointed by the partj-cipants, a lega]-]y authorized

representative should act as a surrogate. This representatíve

should not consent to any research the particípant woul-d have

refused, nor consent to any non-therapeutic research presenting

¡nore than ninimal risks.
The investigator must assume responsibility for obtaining an

informed consent in advance before the etderty clj-entts
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participation in the project (Shapira, 1994; Resau' 1995).

InveÊtigators have a special- ethicaL responsibiì-ity to$tard the

elderly who may be experiencing cognitive decline. This

responsibility is to assess whether or not the client is capable

of bej.ng involved in the informed consent process so that the

ethicaf principle of autonony is upheld. Such an assessment is

critical-. Evidence indícates that chronic health problens and the

irnpairrnent of cognitive function can mar the elderly cLiçntts

cornpetency/decision-making capacity (Buehter ' lggoi nrnn, ,rrr).

High (1992) argued that additional- enpirical studies are

needed to understand, to clarify and to test the best procedures

for enhancing the research participation of cognitively irnpaired

clients; and simuÌtaneously to protect t.he rights and wel-fare of

t.hese research subjects.

Conductíng research with cognitively impaíred elderly

persons presents challenges for investígators. rn partj-cular 
". 

the

challenges include; (a) identifying and assessing potential-

research participants; (b) obtaj-ning consent from cognitively

inpaired participants and their proxies;'and (c) rnaintaining the

sarnple (Rapp, Topps-Uriri, & Beck, L994).

This study involved elderly cLients who were either abl-e or

wêre not 1egalJ-y able to give theír consent to participate in the

study .

Legal person appoínted. For those ctients who had designated

a Iegally responsible person, ej-ther a kín nenber, some other

person or public trustee, the legally responsible person was
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contacted by the researcher; fírst, by letter and secondly, by

telephone. (See Appendix D1 for letter of invitation and Appendix

D2 for telephone message). The legally responsible person was

asked to provide a proxy consent. Ten legal-J-y rèsponsible persons

gave consent for participation in the study for these

participants deternined t.o be not legal-ly abLe to. give consent to

participate in the study. (See Appendix E for consent forn). Two

of the J-ega1ly responsibfe perêons were the Province of .-

Manitoba's Public Trustees. Each of the trustees was responsibl-e

for one el-derly participant. In additj-on, the researcher asked

each participant to express a preference whether or not they

wished to take part J-n the project. Àl-1 participants stated they

would take part.

Six legally responsible persons refuaed to participate for
personal reasons. The six J-egally responsible peraons who refused

to participate provi.ded the followj-ng reasons for non-

participation:

1. Four stated that they were anxious that the client nay be

disturbed by the questions that the reseãrcher would ask. That is

the questions may elicit personal information i.e. fínances.

2. Two stated that they sinpJ-y $¡anted their elderly client to

rest peacefuJ-ly. They did not rnind, however, if the researcher

only \,ranted to visit them.

3, Al-l- stated that the elderly cÌients for whon they were

responsible $rere too confused to understand what was going on.
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Ten research participanÈs were acquired through this process of

obtaining informed consent.

Legal person not appointed. For those elderly participants

who had not undergone such a legal procedure of designating a

legal-J-y responsible person, the next of kin acted as an advocate.

The kin rnember was contacted by the researcher; first by

letter and secondly by teÌephonef and was invited to share their
perceptions of the decision-making capabilities of the elderly
participants. (See Appendix F1 for l-etter of invitation and

Appendix F2 for teLephone message). In the event that the kin

¡ne¡nber indicated that helshe had been rnaking decisions regardj-ng

the participantrs care/ that kin ¡nember was invited to decide

regarding the elderly clientts participation in the study. The

kin me¡nber was asked to sign the consent form. Three kin members

provided consent by signing the consent form to enable their

elderJ-y farnÍJ.y member to participate in the study. In addition

the researcher asked each participant to express a preference

whether or not they wished to participate in the study, ALL

participants stated they would participate j-n the study.

If the kin ¡nember indicated that the participant had

retained some decision-naking capabiJ.ities, then the el-derIy

particípant was approached, with the next of kin present, Èo seek

their participation in the study. Six such participants signed

the consent forrn with the kin member present.

Nine of the elderJ.y partÍcipants agreed to participate and

signed the consent forn without the kin nemberrs presence. The
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informed consent signed by the participant wíthout the kin rnernber

being present was a necessity for two reasons. One reason qras

that most of the kin mernbers believed that the participants had

retained their decision-making capacities. Consequentl-y, the kin

members expressed the bel-ief that as it was the elderly
participant's choice to participate or not in the study the kin
memberrs did not see the need to be present when the participant

signed the consent form. The second reason was the kin memberts

mild reluctance to neet with the researcher because of theír
personal- life-style. The researcher respected their decisions of

not being present with the participant. However the researcher
j-nformed the participant that the next of kin was av¡are of the

study. By using this proaess of obtaining inforrned consent

fifteen rnore participants were acquired. The total sarnple size of
research participants who had inforrned consents was 28. See table

5 for sunmary of inforrned consent.

TabLe 5

Informed Consent to Participate

n z

Legal person
appoÍnted :

Kin member:
Public Trustee:

I
a

29
7

L,,ega1 person NOI
appointed:
- kin member only:
- kin member tlND

Resident:
- Resídent onlv:

3

6
9

11

2t
32

Totals: 28 100
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In suinmary vrritten informed consent fro¡n the cl-ient and

either the participantrs J-ega11y responsj-bJ-e party and/or kin

menber/other was obtained before data was col-l-ected. See Appendix

5 for consent forn.

Analvs í s

Descriptive and j-nferential- statistics were used to analyze

the quantitative data. cenerally, the data analysis utilized the

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficj-ent and two non-

parametric tests, a Kendall tau and a Spearman rho. The

comparíson-wise l-evel of significance vras set at p < .05. To

estinate the internal consistency of both scales, the MMSE and

the SMMSE, the rel-iabiJ.ity coefficient Cronbach's Alpha was

computed.

Table 1

The Crossover Desiqn

TIME 1. cRossovER 1

GrouÞ A MMSE MMSE SMMSE SMMSE

Group B SMMSE SMMSE MMSE MMSE

the following research questions were addressed in sequence:

Research Question 1: what is the correl-ation between MMSE

and sMMsE in measuring cognitive impairment in elderly cLients ín

chronic care units?
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The Pearson r was computed to assess the correlation between

scores on the two screening tests. Since each research

partícipant responded to both the MMSE and SMMSE, the analyses

were computed for the entire sanpJ-e of 28 particj-pants.

a) To compute the first correl-ation, the MMSE scores and the

SMMSE scores taken at each tine period, r^'ere averaged for each

research partj.cipant,

b) Further correlations v¡ere computed betvreen the two scales.

1) One correl-ation between the t\^¡o scal-es was cornputed for

all participants at the first admi-nistration of both scales; and

2 ) a second correl-ation was computed for all participants at the

second ad¡ninistratíon of both scales.

The Pearson r test is appropriate to use r,¿hen both variables

to be correlated are expressed as interval- or ratio data. The

MMSE and SMMSE 6creening tests are based on interval scales

(Po1it & Hungler, 1993). HavÍng assu¡ned that the MMSE and SMMSE

scores obtained woul-d not be nornally distributed, the Kendall

Tau and spearnan rho testrs \^¡ere applied to determine whether or

not the rel-ationship between the 2 variabLes (MMSE and SMMSE) is

statistÍcal1y significant (crum et aI . 1993; Mangionne, Seddon,

cook Krug, Sahagian, Cannpion, & c1yn, 1993). These ranking

methods are especially suitable here because they do not require

the assumption of normality (Hays, l-988). Perforrning these tests

using the two procedures strengthens the conc.l-usions drawn in

that the two results obtained confirn each other.
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Research guestion 2: what are the esti¡nates of reliabílity

associated wíth MMSE in measuring cognitive inpairrnenÈ in eJ-derly

clients in chronic care units?

To deterrnj-ne the test-retest rel-iability the Pearson r was

calcul-ated.

a) In one analysis, the co¡nbined MMSE scores for participants

at Time 1 were compared to combined scores for participants at

I',1me z .

b) fn another analysis, before tbe crossover occurs, the scores

of the MMSE scale v¡ere compared at Time 1 and Ti¡ne 2 (Group A).

c) The same analysis r^ras repeated for the MMSE scores after the

crossover occurs. That is, the scores of the scale were compared

at Tine 1 and Ti¡ne 2 (Group B).

The Kendall tau and Spearman rho testts vrere util-ized

inferentially to teõt whether or not the correlation coefficients

differ significantl-y from 0.

To establish Èhe internal- reliabiJ-ity of the m,ISE screening

scale an internal consistency analysis neasured by Cronbachrs

alpha was carried out to deter¡nine whether or not the items in

the MMSE have characteristics of a unified scal-e (Albert & Cohen'

L992) .

Research guestion 3: what are the esti¡nates of reliability

associated with SMMSE in measuring cognitive inpairrnent in

elderly clients in chronic care units?

To determine the test-retest reJ-iability the Pearson r was

calculated as stated in Research Question 2. Si¡nilarl-y, the same
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computations were carrÍed out for the SMMSE scal-e as was

described for the MMSE in Research Question 2,

â) In one analysis, the combined SMMSE scores obtained at Ti¡ne

1 were cornpared to combined scores obtained at Tíne 2.

b) fn another analysis, before the crossover occurs, the acores

of the SMMSE scaLe were compared at Tine 1 and Time 2 (Group B).

c) a si¡nilar anal-ysis \,¡as repeated for the SMMSE scores after

the crossover occurs. The scores of the scal-e were cornpared at

Tine 1 and Tine 2 (Group A).

The KendaLf tau and Spearman rho testrs were used Èo test

whether or not the correl-ation coefficients differ significantly

from 0.

To establ-ish the internal reÌiabiJ-ity of the SMMSE screening

scal-e an internal- consistency anal.ysis, measured using Cronbach's

alpha, was carried out to determine whether or not the íte¡ns in

the SMMSE have characteristics of a unified scal-e (Al-bert &

Cohen, L992),

À 2 $¡ay repeated anal-ysis of variance was conducted to

confirn that groups were similar over time. In addition, tests

for order effects specific to crossover designs were conducted

according to FJ-eiss (1986). These tests for order effects lrere

conducted to vaÌidate that individual differences across groups

were símilar.
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Chapter Surn¡narv

The report of the nethodology used in this research study

began wj-th the introduction of the rèsearch design. Fol]-owing

that descriptions of the setting and the sample of cognitively

irnpaired eJ.derly clients who participated in the study \,tere

provj-ded. The properties of the instruments v¡ere outlined and the

procedure used, with ernphases on the protocol- and on the process

of inforrned consent, was presented. Finally, a description of the

data analysis used in this study was provided. The findj-nqs of

this research are described in the next chapter.
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RESUI,TS

The resuLts of the study are presented in this chapter. The

chapter is divided ínto four sections. In Section one, three

aspects of the sarnple are described. The ¡nedications used by the

participants, the adjustrnents ¡nade in scoring for the physically

Ínpaired, and the numbers of cognitively inpaired and cognitively

uninpaired elderJ-y research parÈicipants are reported.

In Section Two, the properties of both scaLes (MMSE & SMMSE)

are presented. Through the resul-ts of the first research

question, the correfations found between the scores on the two

scal-es (MMSE & SMMSE) are provided. Following is the presentation

of the outcomes of the second and third research questions. These

results portray the rel-j-ability (tesÈ-retest and internal

consistency) of each scal-e (MMSE & SMMSE) used in the study.

Finally, the va.Iidity (sensitivity, specificity, and predictive

values) of the SMMSE scal-e is displayed.

In Section Three, the resu.l-ts of the analysis for order

effects are provided. A serendipitous finding, ancj-11ary to the

research questions, is outlined briefly in Section Four and a

sr¡runary of the najor findings concludes the chapter.

Sample

To qual.ify for incl-usion in the study sample each research

participant was required to meet certain inctusion or excl-usion

criteria. one incl-usion criterion for each research participanÈ
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was to be on 1ow or no dosages of psychotropic drugs. In t.his

study the most common cl-assifications of psychotropic drugs

(drugs affecting rnood) prescribed for eJ-derJ-y participants v¡ere

anxioJ.ytics (drugs relieving slãnptons of anxiety),

antidepressants (drugs relieving synptoms of depression),

antimaníc agents (drugs relieving rnanic episodes), and hypnotj-cs

(drug6 depressing the central- nervous systen). Anxiolytics were

prescribed for 50? of the research participants. Probably, such a

frequency of prescriptions can be attributed to the chronic

respiratory condj.tion of most of the research participants (n =

12). Chronic respiratory conditions are life threatening due Èo

respiratory difficulties. In fact it rnay have been the primary

cause of anxiety reactions for those research participants.

(TabLe 6).

Tabl-e 6

Most Conmon Druq CLassifications of Psychotropic

Medications Taken bv El-der1v Research Particiþants ln = 28)

Drug Clessificatíon n å of Sample

Anxio.lvtic L4 50

Antideoressant 9 32

Àntimanic Aoent 1 4

HvÞnotic L 4

Note! Each percentage was cal-culated out of the tota]. sample
size. Sone participants receive nultiple drugs.
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TabLe ? indicates the extent to which each of the 9 most

common cl-assifications of drugs were prescribed for the research

participants. Many research parti-cipants took more than one drugt

in a given cl-assification. Furtherrflore, they nay have been taking

more than one drug in different classifications .

Table 7

Most Conmon Druq classificatíons of Prescribed Medications

Taken bv El-derÌy Research Particiþants ln = 28)

* Each percentage was calculated out of the total sample size.
Sone participants receive drugs in nore than one classification

The high percentage of analgesics (93?) taken by the research

participants is possibl-y related to the occurrence of arthrj-tis.

Arthritis is a chroni-c disorder which results in a Li-¡nitation of

movement and pain. one of the nosÈ conmon analgesics that r,¿as

taken were the various Tyl-enol- preparations with codeine. A

Drug Classification n ? of SamÞle *

Analgesics 2ô oa

Laxatives 21 75

Cardiovascular 17 61

Diuretics 15 54

Slool Softener 13 46

corticosteroids 12 43

Bronchodilators 11 39

Hislamine Blockers 10 36

Electrolytes I 32
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connon side effect of such preparations is constipation.

Consequently, it is not surprising that 752 of the research

participants were taking l-axatives. one further possibiJ-ity to

account for this relatively high consurnption of laxatives is that

this particu.l-ar el-derLy sarnple vtas sedentary in nature. In

addition, the research participants were taking a high percentage

of cardiovascul-ar ¡nedications (61?) and diuretics (54U ). These

consurnption rates may be accounted for by the fact that

cardiovascul-ar disease was prevalent in this sampl-e.

Of the total sampl- e of 28t 13 research particípants had

physical disabilities. It was assumed that due to their physical

lirnitations these participants were unable to compl-ete some of

the tasks incl-uded in the screening tests. This assumption is

complicated, ho$¡everf by the uncertainty as to whether or not

these particular participants wouLd have conpleted the tasks had

they been physicaJ.J.y able to do so. Notwithstanding, adjustments

for differences in cognitive perfornance were applied to the MMSE

and to the SMMSE scores for each tine perÍod for the L3

physj-ca1J-y irnpaired particípants (Tab1e 8).
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TabLe 8

Raw and Adjusted Scores of Physically Handicaþþed Respondents

on MMSE and SMMSE at Tines l and 2 (n = 131

Notes:
1. Both MMSE and SMMSE present the following score ranges to
differentiate the cognitiveJ-y inpaired and the cognitively
intact :

cognitiveJ.y intact score rangez 24 - 30
cognitively irnpaired score range. O - 23

2. A change of cognj.tive classification resulted, based upon the
adjusted scores, for two participants. Respondent Number 1 and
Respondent Number 4 had their cLassifications changed from
cognitiveJ-y impaired to cogniÈively intact. See boÌded scores in
TabLe 8.

TTME 1 TTME 2

MMSE SMMSE MMSE SMMSE

Resp
No.

Grp . Raw Adj Raw Adj Rav¡ Adj Raw Adj

1. A 23 26 26 29 20 22 24 27

B L2 13 9 10 t2 13 11 L2

3. A 15 t6 1,4 15 15 t6 L9 20

4. A l6 L9 21 25 20 20 24

5. A 20 2l 25 26 20 2l 2l 22

6. B 3 4 4 5 5 6 1 1

7. A L l_ 5 4 0 t, 2 2

8. B 17 20 15 L7 20 23 18 2L

o 10 11 l-3 L4 9 10 I 9

10. A L7 20 L7 20 15 18 L6 19

11. B t2 L4 10 L2 L2 L4 T2 74

12. B 7 I 5 6 6 7 3 4

13, A 11 12 13 L4 t0 11 c} 9
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Adjusting the MMSE and SMMSE scores for physical- disabilities

using the cut off of 24 poinÈs of a possibJ-e 30 points changed

the cognitive functioning 6tatua for 2 research participants.

without adjustrnent these participants would have been classified

as cognitively ínpaired. with adjustment they becane classified

as cognitively non impaired.

(See Appendix G for raw scores of MMSE and SMMSE at the two time

periods ) .

The frequency, mean and standard deviation table (Table 9)

displ-ays the prevalence of cognítive impaj-rnent conpared to no

cognitíve inpairment based upon a cut off score at 24 points for

each of the MMSE and the SMMSE. Scores were obtained at each time

period. Participants scoring greater than, or equal- to, 24/30 aye

cÌassified as not cognitiveJ-y irnpaired. Those scoring less than,

or equal to 23/3o are classified as cognitively impaired. It Ís

noteworthy that both scales (MMSE & SMMSE), at Time L as well as

at Tirne 2, \tere able to identify several participants as

cognitively noninpaired. As indicated earlier, the recruitnent of
participants was based on the nursesr assessments of cognitive

inpairment. The fact that sone of participants are screened as

cognitiveJ.y uninpaired rnay indicate that a miscl-assification of

cognitive irnpairrnent by the regJ-stered nurses has occurred. In

addition the mean and standard deviation of MMSE and SMMSE at

Tine 1 and Time 2 were cafcufated.
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Tabl-e 9

Frequencies (n), Mean Scores (M), and Standard Deviations (sd)

of coonitive Status Scores on MMSE and SMMSE at Times 1 and 2

(n=28)

(See Appendix H for level-s of classification of cognitive
ínpaj-nnent for the MMSE and SMMSE at Tine 1 and Tine 2 ) .

ScaLes

Table 1

The Crossover Desion

TIME 1. cRossovER 1

GrouÞ A MMSE MMSE SMMSE SMMSE

GrouÞ B SMMSE SMMSE MMSE MMSE

Research ouestion 1

what is the correl-ation between the MMSE and SMMSE in
rneasuring cognitive impairment in elderJ-y clients in chronic care

uníts ?

For the study group of 28 participants the Pearson product

¡no¡nent correl-ation between the averaged scores of MMSE and SMMSE

at Tine 1 and Tine 2 \^¡as computed. The scal-es were found to be

highl-y correl-ated with one another (¡ = .96). The Kendall tau

MMSE Scale SMMSE Scale

Tine 1 Tine 2 Tine 1 Tine 2

NOT
I¡npaired

nMsd
6 27 1.55

nMsd
7 26 2 .67

nMsd
9 26 L.73

nMsd
I 2s t.69

Impaired 22 L5 5.77 21, 15 5 .42 19 t4 4 .9r 20 t4 6.56
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(.84) and Spearman rho (.95) indicate that the relationship was

positive, significant (p < .05), and strong. Ì.¡hen further

correlaÈions $rere calculated between the 2 scal-es (MMSE and

SMMSE), a high and positive relationshíp was found between the

MMSE and SMMSE at Tine 1 (Pearson r = .93) and at Tine 2 (Pearson

r = .94). The rel-ationships between the 2 scal-es were significant

at Time 1 (Kendall- Tau = .81 and Spearman rho = .93, p < .0001)

and at Tine 2 (Kendall- Tau = .79 and Spearman rho = .92 p <

.0001). Al-l- of the correl-ations coefficients were positive and

high which indicated not only a strong rel-ationship but a

statistically significant relationship between both scales (MMSE

& SMMSE). Correlations this high are suggestive of redundant

scales (Nunnal-ly, L975), (Tabl-e 10)

Table 10

Correlations Between MMSE and SMMSE Scal-es (n = 28)

* p < .0001

Table 1L sho\^rs the intercorrel-ations among the 5 subscales

of MMSE and SMMSE at Time l and at Time 2, Generally, the

findings signify noderate to l-ow correlations between the

Scores Pearson r Snearman rho Kendall tau

Combined Means
Times 1 & 2

.96* .96ìt .95*

Scores at Time
l SOrllv

.94t .93* .81*

Scores at Iime
2 Onlv

.94* .92* .80*
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subscales indicatj-ng that the subscales are measuring different
aspects of cognition. This finding is acceptable as cognition is
a rnultifacet concept involving several hÍgher mental ¡nechanisms

to acquire, to process, to store/ to retrieve, and to apply

informatíon.

Specifically, the .Lowest correl-ation was found between the

regístration and attentíon/calculation subscales for the MMSE

scale, TÍme 2 and SIO¡SE ecale, Ti¡ne 1 (r = .25 p > .05 ) -,= The ite¡n

in the regÍstration subscale required the participants to listen
and to repeat the names of 3 objects stated to them by the

examíner. The ite¡n specific for the attention/calculatíon
subscale in the MMSE scale required the partícipants to conplete

the serial sevenrs or t.o spell the word world backwards. However¡

for this ite¡n in the same subscal-e l-ocated in the SMMSE scal-e,

the only requírenent for the participants rr'as to spell the vrord

world backwards. A low correl-ation was found between reca1l and

attentíon/calculation for the MMSE scale Tíme 1 (r = .25) The

ite¡n in the recall- subscale required the particj-pant to recall
the 3 objects stated by the exarniner iiritiaffy in the

registration subscal-e. A problen appears to exist between the

attention/calculation and registration subscal-e and the

atte¡tion/calculatiou and recall subscaLe. What seems to occur is
that the attention/ca1culatío¡ subscale is highlighted on both

occasions. In addition, it is noteworthy to nention that the

registration and recall subscaLes are cl-oseLy linked with one

another. That is, the three objecÈs required of the participant
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to repeat in the registration subscal-e and then to recall in the

recall subscale are the same.

The subscafes were examined further for low correlation up

to and including r = .40. Overall, Low correlations between

various subscales in the two scales (MMSE & SMMSE) Tirne 1 and

Ti¡ne 2 were found as folLows 3 (Note: the ite¡ns which reoccur

fíve tí¡nes and ¡nore are highLighted).

(a) MMSE Time 1: recall and language (r = .38); regall and

attentLon/calculation (r = .36).

(b) MMSE Time 2: rêcall and registration (r = .29').

(c) SMMSE TÍne L! reca1l and language (r =.29); recall and

attention/calculatíon 1r = .40).

(d) SMMSE Time 2: recal.I and language (r =.35); recall and

registration (r = .36)i recall and attentíon cal.culation 1r =

.39); atteution/calculatio¡ and language (r = .34),

attention/calculatio¡ and registratíon (r = .32). ,1

Two subscal-es appear to have a low correLations throughout.

One is recall and the other is the attention/calculation
subscale. one exception where the atteition/calcul-ation subscale

is not concern is ín the MMSE scale Tine 2. Àn interesting point

is that both subscales ( attention/calculation and recall) had the

lowest correlations (r = .25) as rnentioned above. It appears that
the tasks required to conpl-ete the itens in the tv¡o subscales

reflect diffeient denands of the research participant.

On the other hand, the noderately high correlation found to

be betr,teen the (languâge and registration) subscales for the
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SMMSE scale Ti¡ne l and Ti¡ne 2 (r = .76 p <.05). As nentioned

above the registration subscal-e j-ten required the participants to

listen and to repeat the names of 3 objects stated to then by the

examiner. The item included in the languâge subscale j-nvolves

confrontation naning, repetition, three-step verbal command,

wrítten conmand, vrrj-ting a spontaneous Éentence, and copying a

figure. The high correlations nay indicate that the tasks

required of the research participants to cornplete the items in
the two subscal-es are somewhat si¡nj-l-ar. For example, one of the

tasks ínvol-ved to conplete the items in both subscaLes is that of

repetition.

Table 11

Sca1e Intercorrelation MaÈríces (n = 28)

A. MMSE (Tine 1) Scal-e Intercorrelat j-on Matrix

VARIÀBI.ES Orient I n Lanouaqe Reqistr I n Attention Recal- l
Orienttn .41 (.0270) ,67 (.0001) .58 (.00r0) s0 (.00s7)

Language .54 (.002e) .46 (.0135) .37 (.0466)

Registr'n 39 (.036s) .25 (.1838)

Attention .35 (.0601)

Recall



Table 11 (continued)

B. MMSE Cf¡me 2) Scale lntercorrelation Matr¡x

C. SMMSE Oime 1) Scale lntercorrelation Matrix (n = 28)

D. SMMSE Cl-ime 2) Scale lntercorrelat¡on Matrix

In sunmary, in rel-ation to research questj-on one; (What is

the correLation between the MMSE and SMMSE .in rneasuring cognitive

VARIABLES Or¡ent'n La¡guage Reg¡str'n Attention Recell

Orient'n .54 (.0029) .57 (.0014) .s2 (.0037) s8 (.0012)

Language 56 (.0019) .52 (.0042) .46 (.0r32)

Reg¡st/n .25 (.1924') .29 (.1317)

Attention .4s (.0159)

Recall

VARIABLES Or¡ent'n Language Registr'n Attention Recall

Or¡ent'n .45 (.0140) .47 (.0102) .54 (.0029) .63 (.0003)

Language .76 (.0001) .38 (.0403) .29 (.1315)

Registr'n .25 (.1857) .48 (.0096)

Attent¡on .40 (0324)

Recall

VARIABLES Or¡ent'n Language Registr'n Attent¡on Recall

Oriênt'n .59 (.0008) .52 (:0038) .s5 (.0021) .68 (.0001)

Language .53 (.0037) .33 (.0783) .3s (.0606)

Reg¡str'n .32 (.0924\ .35 (.0637)

Attention .39 (.0402)

Recal¡
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impairment in elderly c1j-ents in chroníc care uníts?) the data

specifically indicate that the two scales (MMSE & SMMSE) are

highJ-y correl-ated. fn many clinical circurnstances the use of both

scal-es, in the same sit.uation, would be consídered redundant.

Psychometríc properties of the MMSE and SMMSE were studied

based on: the test-retest reLiability of the scales, the internal
co¡siste¡cy of the scal-es and the sensitivíty, specificity, and

predictive values of the SMMSE scale. The reliabíIíty issue

(test-retest and j-nternal consistency) is addressed by Research

ouestion 2 and 3.

Research ouestion 2 and 3

What are the estinates of reliabiJ-ity associated v¿ith MMSE

in rneasuring cognitive inpairnent in elderly clients in chronic

care uni.ts?

What are the estinates of reliability associated with SMMSE

j-n ¡neasuring cognitive inpairment in elderly cl-ients in chronic

care uni.ts?

Test-retest. Table 12 pre6ents thé test-retest correlations
for three selected sets of analysis of the l'["lSE and SMMSE (a)

Time l and Tine 2 (combined scores), (b) before the crossover and

(c) after the crossover. A Pearson product noment correlation was

calculated to deternine the nagnitude of the relationship between

the MMSE and SMMSE. Both Spearnan rho and Kendall- tau were used

to determine significant associations bet!¡een the two scales. All-

correlations v¡ere statistical-ly significant and high ( .90 to .97
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p < .0001). The correlations were found to be higher, although

ever so sJ.ight1y (no nore than a difference of .1), for the MMSE

compared to the SMMSE scale in alL three sets of the analysis in
this section.

Tabl-e 12

one-Week Test-Retest Reliabilitíes for MMSE and S.MMSE

À. MMSE

* p < .0001

B. SMMSE

EVENTS n Pearson
r

SpearmaD
rho

KendaI I
tau

Conbined
Scores

Before and
After

Crossover

28 .97 *, .95* .87*

Before
Cros sover

L4 -97r, .95* .86*

After
Crossover

L4 .97 * .96* .89*

EVENTS n Pearson
r

Spearman
rho

Kendal l
tau

Combíned
Scores

Before and
After

Cros sover

2A .92* .91* .7 6x

Before
Cros sover

L4 .93* .88* .7 6*

After
Cros sover

L4 .90* .90* .81*

* p < .0001
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fnternal consistency. Cronbachts atpha is a widely used

reliability statistic. It is computed to determine the Ínternat
consistency of a test or the average correlation of items v¡ithin

the test (Brink & Wood, 1989). To examine the internaL

consistency of the MMSE and SMMSE scaLes at Tine 1 and Tine 2, it
was concluded that the cal-culation of Cronbach alpha coefficients
for the total instrurnent woul-d be the nost appropriate statistic
to use.

In examining the data set, two problerns were identj-fied. One

problen was the Lack of variabílity found in responses to some of

the itens. For exampl-e, in the MMSE scaLe at Time 1 and Time 2,

the responses of three itens (foIIow a three stage connand e.g.

take, fold, and place paper) showed no variability. That is, all
research partícipants responded correctly to these itens. The

responses to one other ite¡n (copy a figure) in the SMMSE scale at

Tine 2 also had no variabj-lity. In fact/ the research

participants did not respond at all to t.his iten.
Conceptually, this lack of variabíi.ity in responses to those

particular itens presents a concern. The'concern is that based

upon the results obtained, those itens do not differentiate
between inpaired cognition and intact cognition. Statistically,
this lack of variability in responses to those itens negates the

need for the cal-cul-ation of standard scores. Standardizatíon is a

process whereby raw scores are converted to standard scores or z

scores. Standard scores are expressed relative to a ¡nean of 0 and

a standard deviation of 1. The rational-e for standardization is
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to have iterns with equal variances so that the iterns are

comparable. The standardized alpha can be obtained based on the

standardized scores. As mentioned above, it was somewhat

perplexing to find that a few ite¡ns in the ¡¿USi and SMMSE scaLea

exhíbited no variability. This might suggest that theae

particular Ítems are, perhaps, unnecessary in Ëhe scales. As a

resuft the standard scores could not be calcuLated. Consequentl-y,

these items were deleted fro¡n the cafculations ín order -to

calculate the standardized alpha.

The second problen ídentified was that so¡ne of the ite¡ns in

each of the MMSE and SMMSE scal-es, had nissing val-ues because of

the non responses from the physically disabled participants. In

the absence of precisely established procedures, statistical

consuLtation revealed that several alternative methods were

advocated to deal with such a concern. For this study it was

concl-uded that the best nethod to replace the rnÍssing vaLues,rvJas

with the mean of the scores of all the research participants.

Such a manoeuvre was deemed appropriate because in doing so a

Larger portion of the sampl-e would be ieþresented. Tab1e 13

compares the results of the Cronbach's alpha found between the

MMSE and SMMSE scales at Time 1 and Time 2 for raw and

standardized data. The alpha coeffj-cients were acceptable (above

.8) at Tine 1- and Tirne 2 for all scales. Àn acceptabLe l-evel of

.8 v¡as chosen on the grounds that an alpha as high as .8 woufd

indicate that the scale was accurate (internally consistent)

(Pol-ít & HungLer, 1993 ) . (Tabl-e l-3 ) .
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Table 1-3

Reliability Coefficients (Cronbach's Alpha) for MMSE and SMMSE

ScaÌes at Tímes 1 and 2 ln = 28)

ícienA a coe ES

Scale Eime Ra$t Standardiz ed

MMSE 1 .82 .86

SMMSE 1 .81 .86

MMSE .84 .88

SMMSE 2 .84 ;90

Note: Missíng values were repl-aced with the nean of aL1
respondents.

To demonstrate the robustness of the resul-ts/ and to ensure

that the particular approach used to repl-ace the rnissing data was

acceptable/ subsequent àIpha coefficients were conputed. These

computations used certain alternatíve methods for dealing with

nissing responses observed as part of the data from the *

physícally disabled participants, one such method is that of

deleting individual-s wj-th nissing vaLues from the sanple. Another

aLternative was to repLace those ¡nissing responses with the mean

of the scores attained by the physically inpaired indi-viduaLs.

The l-atter nethod presented a problem when onLy one participant

responded on a certaín iten. In this case the investigator woul-d

have been forced to rnake a choice as to whether or not that

single score would adequately represent the mean of the group. In

calculating the alphas utilizing these two methods the alphas

were found to be conparable to those alphas found in method L.
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For the nethod of defeting individuals with ¡nissing values from

the sample the alpha for MMSE Tine l was .79 and the alpha for

MMSE Time 2 was .78. For the alternative ¡nethod which was to

replace those nissj.ng responses with the nean oi th" scores

attained by the physically irnpaired individuaLs the alpha for

MMSE Tine 1 was .80 and the ai-pha for MMSE Ti¡ne 2 vtas .82.

The ite¡n-total correlatíons, and àIphas cal-cul-ated wj-th each

item deleted, are shown in Appendix I. Some of the item-totaL

correlations are Low. Two of the íte¡ns are not only low but are

negatively correlated. It should be noted that ruhen these tvJo

ite¡ns #19 a¡d, #22 are deleted fro¡n the two scales the cronbachrs

alpha does not decrease substantialLy. For exampl-e, the alpha

l-evel of MMSE scale at Tine 1 is .82 when iten #22 remaíns, but

the alpha l-evel- is .83 with the iten deleted. Further precise

investigations of such natter seern warranted.

In summary, in relation to research question two; (what êre
the estínates of reliability associated with MMSE in measuring

cognitíve irnpairrnent in elderly clients in chronic care units? )

the high reliability coefficientõ indfëate that responses to both

tests (MMSE and SMMSE) are very stabl-e òver a short ti¡ne

intervaL. However, given the higher test-retest reliabilitj-es for

the MMSE scale it seems that the MMSE is the preferred scal-e. In

reLation to research question three; (what are the estimates of

reliability associated r^'ith SMMSE in measuring cognitive

impairrnent in elderly cl-ients in chronic care units? ) the high
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internal consistency of both sca.Ies (MMSE and SMMSE) indicates

that either tool is acceptable.

Sensitivitv, Specificitv and Predictive values

Usíng the MMSE scale as the goJ.d standard in al-I

comparisons, the SMMSE sca1e, with the scores adjusted for
physical disabÍIity, vras tested for sensitivity, specificity, and

predictive values at Tine 1 and Time 2. A cut-off score_.of less

than or equal to 23/30 | as suEgestive of cognitive irnpairment,

was used to deterni-ne the results. As shown i-n TabLe 14 the

sensitivity of the SMMSE was si¡nilar at Tine 1 and Ti¡ne 2. The

scale classifies , with nearly identical resul"ts (86.3e", 85.7*)at

both times, the percentage of particípants who were cognitively

irnpaired. That is, the false negative rate is Low. However, the

specificity of the SMMSE differs at Tine 1 and Time 2t (LOO>",

7L.42). That is, the specificity at Tí¡ne 2 was Lower than at,Fime

1. The SMMSE scale at Time 2 correctly classifies approxírnately

7L.42 of participants who are cognitiveLy intact. In this case

the false positive rate is high. At prèsþnt there appears to be

an absence of any previousJ.y determined published findings

regarding the sensitivity and specifj-city of the SMMSE.
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Tab1e 14

Sensitivity, Specificitv. and Predict.ive Value of SMMSE Scale

Sensitívity and specificity arê characteristics of:a
screenÍng test at specífic cut-off points. In addition, it is
useful to consider two other nêasures, the negative predictive
vaLue and the positive predictive value. Both values are used to
ínterpret the resul-ts of the screening tool . Both negative and

positive predictive val-ues are heavily influenced by the

prevalence of the attribute in Èhe population Èhat is being

tested (Boring et aL. 1993). According to callo et aL. (1995), in
a setting where the prevalence of cognj-tive impaírment is
presulab]-y higher than in the general e1derJ.y popul-ation, the

negative predictive value is less than..tþe negative predictive
value in the general- elderly population. Consequently, in a

si¡nilar setting, the positive predictive vaLue is more than the

positive predictive value in the general- eì.derJ-y populatíon. In
exanining the resul-ts of the negative and positive predictive
vaJ"ues in this. study, where the prevalence of cognitive
inpairtnent is higher than in a general elderly population, the

findings are found to be consistent with Gallo et al-. (1995),

Scale &
Tíme

Sens itivíty Speci ficíty PredicÈive
value'of
Pos itive

Test

Predictive
value of
Negative

Test
SMMSE 1. 86.3 å 100 a 100 t 66 .7 4

SMMSE 2. 85.7 Z 7 L.4 Z 90. 0 t' 62.5 Z
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See Appendíx J for details regarding the calcul-atj-on of

sensítj-vity/ specificity and predictive values.

Order Effects

This study used a crossover design, so¡netimes calLed a

counter balance desÍgn. This design controls for order effects
when the partícipants act as their own control-s (Fleíss, 1986).

It is also an experimental design whereby every participant is
exposed to two treatments (MMSE & sMMsE) in a balanced fashion.

At Tine t half of the participants recej-ve treatment A (MMSE

scale) and the other hal-f receive treatnent B (SMMSE scale). At

Time 2 the crossover occurs. That is, the first half of the

partj-cipants now receive treatnent B (SMMSE 6cale) and the other

half receive treatnent A (MMSE scaLe). This method of
counterbalanc j-ng enables the factor of error to be equalized

across the experiences. Nevertheless, it remains of i¡nportance to
assess for order effects.

A 2 way repeated analysis of variance was applied to conpare

the results of the 2 scal-es (MMSE & SMMSE) and 2 groups (A & B).

The resul-ts indicated no overall significant findings between

groups and scaLes. However, a signifícant interaction effecÈ

occurred between groups (A & B)and type of scal-e (MMSE & SMMSE) (F

(L,26) = 6,2L p < .02). This finding indicated a lack of

parallelisn for the average scores per group over time (Fig, L),

which nay be due to practice effects.
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Repeated Measures ANOVA
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Figure 1. This figure shows the interaction of the average scores
for each group over ti¡ne. This lack of parallelism rnay be an
indj-rect indication of an order effect, practice effect/ or due
to differences within people across the two groups'
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It is questionable v¡hether or not this finding is due to
practice effects. fn fact this finding couJ-d have been due to the

differences in averages per group as opposed to the averages of

differences within indivj-duals per group Table 15).

rt is questionabl-e whether or not this finding is due to

order effects, effects, or differences within people across the

two groups (Table 15).

:
TabLe 15

ReÞeated Measures ÀNoVA

Source
of

variat I n
df ss MS F P

Bet¡reen
GrouÞs

I 3.017 3.017 .03 .87

within
scâ1e

1 0. 160 0. 160 .10 .76

ScaLe x
Grourt

1 LO .28 70 .28 6 .2L .02{r

* Significant at p < .05

To assess direct.ly for practice effects a 2 vray anaJ.ysis of

variance was appl-ied. For this cornputation, group mernbership (A &

B) and Tine (1 & 2) were tested for interaction and ¡nain effects.

The resul-ts indicated no significant interaction or main effects.

The practice effects \,¡ere not statistically significant as

revealed in Tabl-e 16.
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Täbl-e 16

TÚo Wav .ANOVA

Tests for order effects specific to crossover designs were

computed according to FLeiss (1986). The findings indicated that
individual- differences across groups were not present. (See

Appendix K for detailed co¡nputations). A high probabi]-ity exists

that no order effects were present.

Serendipitous Findinq

A further analysis of the data was conducted to inve6tigate

for possíbJ.e differences of determined. cognitive status of both

the physically disabled and the physically abl-ed research

partícipants. InitÍal-l-y, each of the research particj-pants had

been cÌassified by the registered nurses as cognitively inpaired.

The overal-l- resuLts of the study indicated that those

participants who were physically disabled \^'ere rated equalfy as

cognitivefy inpaired by the scales as wefl as by the nurses.

However, of those participants wbo r,¡ere identified as cog¡itively
ímpaired by tbe nurses, almost half of these participants were

Source
of

variat I n
df ss MS F P

Time 1 LO .29 L0.29 0.20 .66

Group 1 3 .02 3.02 q. 06 .81

Tine x
Grouþ

1 0. 16 0. 16 0.00 .96

Error 52 27 4L.75 52.'73
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rated by the scales as beíng cognitively intact. These findíngs
were both unexpected and interesting. Specifical-J-y, it was

speculated after an j-nítial analysis of the results, that nurses

nay tend to classify physically disabLed oLder adults as

cognitiveìy impaired conpared to physical.ly able older adults. on

the other hand, .l-t seens possible that nurses may systernatically

nisclassify, as cognitively irnpaired, sone elderly participants
who are actuaLly cognitively intact.

Àlthough/ such an investigation is actually sonewnåt

peripheral to the nain thrust of the study, it does seem to
suggest an íssue which wiLl undoubtedly be of some interest to
nurse educators and to nurse practitioners. It see¡ns reasonable

to conclude at this tine that the matter is of sufficient.
interest and importance to warrant further investigation.

Chapter Suumary

This chapter has provided three ¡nain findings obtained frorn

the 28 elderl-y patients who partj-cipated in the study. The

properties of the scal-es, which include results of the

correl-ations and reliabilities, have been considered. The results
of the analysis of the val-idity (sensitivity, specÍficity and

predicative values) of the SMMSE scal-e were given. FinaJ-J-y, the

results of the analysis of order effects are provided foJ.lowed by

a brief reference to a serendipitous finding. A detailed
discussion of all of these results is presented in the next

chapter.
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DISCUSSION OF FI!¡DINGS

This study was designed to deternine not only the

correlation betr^reen the two screening tool-s ( I,Î4SE & SMMSE ) but

the reliability of two scales (MMSE & SMMSE) which have been

desj-gned to measure the presence, absence and severity of
cognitive inpairnent Ín elderJ-y cÌients in chronic care units.
The findings of this study, as discussed in this sectio¡¡,

contribute to the knowLedge of the properties of the MllS .na

SMMSE scales. In addition, it is argued that these findings
pronote the practice of selecting a screening tool for use in the

assess¡nent of cognitive inpairrnent in elderl-y clients. Nurses can

now be more confident in the use of the tr¿o instruments which are

not only valid but re1iable. It is inportant to note that
screening tools are a part of the total- assessnent and were never

desj.gned to be the sol-e measure of cognitive function in oldqr
adults .

The discussion of this research study is presented in 4

sectíons. In Section one, the sample is discussed. Included is án

interpretation of findings in rel-ation to the several dernographic

variables (gender, age and education), the rnedications consumed,

the adjustrnents made in scoring for the physically impaired, and

the nunbers of eJ.derly research part.icipants who were determined

to be either cognitively irnpaired or cognitively nonirnpaired. In
the Section two the three research questions are grouped together
for discussion of the properties of the scales. It is i¡nportant
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in understanding the effectiveness of the scales to consíder the

sensÍtívity, specificity and predictive val-ues of the SMMSE

scale. The renainder of this chapter conprises Section Three.

Included are the concl-usions and the inplications of the findings

for nursing education and nursing practj.ce. Finally,
reconnendations for further research, based upon the findings of

this study, are considered.

Sa¡nple

The one denographic characteristic gathered, gender, ín the

sampl-e of 28 older adul-ts with cognitive irnpairment, was found to

be similar to that of several other recent studies (Algase &

Beel-Bates, 1993; Jor]rl et al-. 1991; Uhlmann/ Larson, & Buchner,

1987). Specifically/ the percentage of fernal-es was higher than

the percentage of nales, The other denographic variables

considered, mainl-y age, and educational levels, are sinilar tp

other samples obtained in hospital or co¡n¡nunity settj-ngs

(Willians et al . 1985; weil-er, IJubben & Chj-, 1991; Moll-oy, 1991).

According to Luke (1995) the nost 'cöinmon psychotropic drugs

prescribed for older adults are antÍdepressants, antí¡nanic

agents, antj-psychotics, antianxiety rnedications and sedative

hypnotics. Lukets (1995) observation is supported by the resul-ts

obtained in this study which indicate that the most corunon

cÌassification' of psychotropic drugs were indeed sirnilar. In this
study group, a l-arge percentage (50?) of the research

participants were taking anxiol-ytícs. Interest,ingl-y, nearl-y half
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of the partÍcipants had been diagnosed wiÈh COPD which includes

chronic bronchitis, asth¡na and enphysena. AÌÌ of these disorders

require nuch expenditure of energy on the part of the elderly
patients to preserve their present pulmonary function (Sne1tzer &

BaÊe, !992 ). Ebersole and Hess (1995) stated that anxiety ís a

characterístic syrnptorn Ín elderly clients especially when they

experience difficuJ-ty in breathing. This fact nay account for the

rather heavy prescriptions of anxiolytícs to the research

partícípants .

Several of the research participants had ¡nu1t,iple health

probLerns e.g. arthritis, strokes. Paín in all- stages of arthritis
is a serious consideration. Two of the goal-s for nursing

managenent and intervention in caring for elderly individuals
with arthritis is pain management and the promotion of confort.

(Koh1er, Schvreíkert-Stary, & Lubken, 1995 ) . It is a connon

practíce that analgesics be prescribed for the sympton of pai¡r in
arthritis. Such was the case in this study in that a high

percentage of the research participants were/ in fact, consuming

analgesics.

In addition a high percentage of research participants
(75%) were consurning laxatives. These results are sí¡níIar to
those of Rice et a1 . (1994) v¡hereby institutíonal-ized elders were

found to be more likely to take Laxatives compared to weLl

elders. As indicated earl-ier this sarnple, primarily sedentary in
nature, was susceptible to experiencing constipation as a side

effect due to the analgesícs being consumed.
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Ebersole and Hess (1995) claimed that patients with

cardiovascuLar disorders ordinarily take several- medÍcations to

control- heart rate, strength of beat, hypertension and angina.

The disorder which frequentl-y occurs in ol-der aäutts is

congestive heart failure. The drug treatnent for congestive heart

failure includes digoxin and diuretics (stabb & conpton Hodgea,

1996). This likely is the basis on which why over 50% of the

research participants in this study were taking cardiac 
_.=

nedications and diuretics.
Nearly half of the research participants were found to have

physical disabilities. Because of these physical disabilities

sorne participants were unable to complete certain itens of both

scafes (MMSE & SMMSE). Exampl-es of ite¡ns which were inpossible

for these elderly partícj-pants .i-ncluded; read and obey the sign
rclose your eyesr, write a sentence, and copy the design.

Del-lasega and Morris (1993) claimed that since many elderly ,.

persons suffer fro¡n chronic conditions and disabilities as wel-L

as sensory and perceptual ínpairrnents, the inabiJ.ity to complete

ite¡ns on the MMSE scale must be taken fnto consideration. Other

studies that possible woul-d include eJ-derly physical-Iy disabled

participants were reviewed. It is noteworthy that trvo studies

excluded subjects who were physically irnpaired e.g. aphasic,

blind and deaf (FieJ-ds et aI . 1986i Foreman, GiJ-J-j-es, & wagner,

1989). Reports' have not always eluded to whether or not the

research ínvestigators adjusted the scores for the participants

who were physically disabled (DoLomore et al . 1994), or had
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nultipl-e health problerns e.g. arthritis/ rheumatism, stroke

(Mo11oy et a1 . 1991; Yu, Johnson, Kaltreider, craighead, & Hu/

1993). one other study díd adjust the scores for the physically

disabl-ed e.g. aphasj-a, apraxia (Kafonek et al . 1989). L,ogícal]y,

this adjustment for physical irnpairrnent seens to be critical.

This present study did adjust t,he scores for the physically

disabled. If the scores had not been adjusted for two resêarch

partj.cipants they could have been j-ncorrectJ-y labe1J-ed .-

cognitively irnpaired. Consequentl-y, such a Label- rnay have

resulted in different nursing interventions for these elderly

individuafs with possibLe drastic consequences. Thj-s fínding

underlies the inportance of reporting physical disabílities and

of adjusting scores for studies involving the use of the MMSE and

SMMSE screening tooJ-s.

In order to compl-ete iterns on a screening tool it rnay be

advantageous for physicalty dÍsabl-ed clients to resort to other

rneans of cornpleting the tasks. one nethod night be for the

physically disabl-ed partícipant to give verbal- instructions to

the examíner regarding a directive sentence so that the examiner

could write it out. Another ¡nethod woul-d be to create other

alternative itens which are rel-evant in measurj-ng cognitive
j.npairrnent but woul-d not requíre the participants to engage in

utj-lizing psychomotor skil-ls. DelJ-asega and Morris (1993) clai¡ned

that one approach for elderly participants who are unabl-e to

cornplete the MMSE for noncognitive reasons is the Telephone

Intervievr for Cognitive Status (TICS) devel-oped by Brandt,
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Spencer and Folstein (1988). This tool is based on the MMSE and

requires no writing or readj-ng by the participants. According to

Dellasega and Morrís (1993) a najor digression fro¡n the

traditional MMSE is found in the language section. In the (TICS)

particípants are asked to repeat a phrase and nanne the rrthing you

are speaking into as you talk to me.rr whereas in the (MMSE) they

are asked to name two objects and repeat a sentence. In addition,

in the (TICS) the foll-owing items are excluded: the thre€ step

command, read and obey a sentence, write a sentence/ anå copy tne

design whereas in the (MMSE) they are asked to perform these

tasks which requÍre ¡notor skil-Is.

It appears that the process of subjectíve recruitrnent of 28

cognítively inpaired particípants, by the registered nurses, ís
not consístent with the results obtained fron the rating of the

MMSE and SMMSE scales. As indicated, in the resul-ts section. a

serendipitous finding has suggested that nurses oft.en tend ta.

classify the physically disabJ-ed as cognítively inpaired in

accordance to the ratings on the MMSE and SMMSE scal-e. A

particularly relevant poínt is that two studies have reported

results previously to indícate that a higher prevalence of

cognitive ínpairment exists in those participants who indicate

functional impairrnent (Yu et al . l-993; WeiLer et al-. 1991).

However, both Yu et al . (i-993) and Yeaw and .Abbate (1993) claimed

that a scarcity of re.l-evant enpirical data exists to account for
the relationship between cognitive status and functional- status.

The findings which are availabl-e are confLicting. Neverthel-ess,
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this study raises rnore questions as to whet.her or not a possíbJ-e

relationship betr,¿een the measurenent of cognitive status and

functíonal status exists. That is, those research participants

who were physically disabl-ed were nore likely tò display varying

degrees of cognitive inpairnent.

with regards to the other participants (n = 15) who were not

physically disabled, the unexpected serendipitous finding also

signified the occurrence of a possible ¡niscl-assif ication.-of theír

cognitive status. That is, findings indicated that nearly hal-f of

these research participantÉ (n = 7) vrho were cl-assified by the

nurses as cognitively j-npaired were cognitive.ly intact, as

indicated by the ratj-ngs of the MMSE and SMMSE scales. Such a

¡niscfassification as evidenced by the results is undoubtedly of

sone concern not only to heaÌth professionals but to elderly

clients themseLves.

Several possibJ.e reasons may account for this

nisclassification. one reason nay be that the nurses may have

been experiencing a shift change. Possibly, the nurses had

working for several nights. when they returned to the day shift

these nurses nay have been unaware that sone mildly cognitive

cLients may have shown an irnprovement in their cognitive status.

Another possible reason is that the nurses rnay have been on days

off and had not seen the patients for awhil-e. The nurses rnay have

been unaware of the possible changes in the eJ-derJ-y patient's

cognitj-ve status. A third reason and probably the nost irnportant,

is based upon the literature which indicates that nurses tend to
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detect cognitive irnpairment in various e.Iderly patients through

the assessment of their orienËation level-s onJ-y (wilIiams et al-.

1988i Le et a1 . L994).

The results of a study by Yea$¡ and Abbate (1993) indicated

several fÍndings regarding ways nurses deternine whether or not

elderJ-y patients are confused. one of the findings is of

particular importance. That is, disorientation was designated as

the most significantr/descriptor used by nurses to l-abel an

eJ-derly patient as confused. This particular finding supports the

líterature regarding nurses who determine confusion j-n elderly

patients prirnarily through orientation leveLs. The question

arises as to whether or not' on this study, nurses used

orientation l-eve1s to identify research participants who were

cognitively impaired. It shoul-d be noted that the terms confusion

and cognitive irnpairment are used here interchangeably as

suggested by the literature (Foreman et al . 1989). Another

finding from Yeaw and Abbale (L993) study reveaLed that nurses in

their sample did not rely solely on previous data derived from

shift reports. Rather, they generated independent assessnents

based on their own observations.

In concl-usion, it j-s inportant to note that in both

assessments the ratings of cognitive irnpairrnent by the MMSE and

SMMSE scal-es, as well as the identification of cognitive

inpairment by the registered nurses are indicative of only a

partial assessment of cognitive impairrnent in the research

participants. This finding may justify the need for a total-
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assesament of cognítíve impairment in the elderly client which

would incfude the use of subjective and objective ¡nethods for

data collectíon.

Scales

The prinary ai¡n of this study $/as to examine the correlation

between the MMSE & SMMSE scales. In addition this study, has

neasured the rel-iability, test-retest and internal consistency of

the MMSE and SMMSE scal-es. Three important findings were

obtained: (a) correlations: both MMSE and SMMSE scales were

positively correl-ated to a leveL of virtuaf redundancy; (b) test-

retest rel-iabilities: both MMSE and SMMSE scales had high test

retest reliabil-ities, and; (c) Cronbachrs alpha: both MMSE and

SMMSE scales showed satisfactory a]-pha leveLs. The secondary

intent of the study was to assess the sensitivity, specificity

and predictive values of the SMMSE sca1e. The resu.l-ts confj-rned

that the scale rneasures cognitive function in the c]inical

setting.
Corre L ations

Regarding the first notabl-e finding, the high positive

correl-ations of the sca.l-es (MMSE & SMMSE) with each other suggest

rather strongly that one scal-e can be substituted for the other

in measuring cognitive irnpairment in elderly clients.

Tonbaugh and Mclntyre (L992) claimed that the MMSE scale waa

developed by Folstein et al-. (1975) to assess quantitatively the

degree of severity of cognitive impairments and to document
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cognitive changes that occur over Èine. Several studies indicate

that to a large degree the MMSE has, in fact, been able to ful-fif

these two goa1s. Molloy et aL. (1991) developed a standardized

version of the MMSE scaLe (the Standardized Mini-Mental

Examínation, the SMMSE scale). The researchers tightened the

guideJ-ines for administration of the SMMSE in measurj-ng cognitive

inpairment.

The finding in this study, coupled with the evidence

regarding both scales provided by Tonbaugh and Mclntyre (L992)

and Mol-Loy et a1 . (199l-) seens to indicate that the

interchangeability of the scales is warranted.

overal-l the correLations lrere found to vary from moderately

high to low in the 5 subscafes of the MMSE and SMMSE when each

was used at Tine 1 and Ti¡ne 2. The tr¿o subscales which were found

to be correlated moderately high were .J-anguage and registratj-on.

According to Galasko et al-, (1990) the tasks required to conpJ-ete

the itens in both subscaLes (language and registration) are very

easy. In fact, ín thÍs study it became evident that the tasks in

the language iterns do not require word ffuency. Furthennore they

can be completed correctly most tirnes. This accornplishnent of

tasks by elderly research participants is dependent not onÌy on

their l-eveL of cornprehension but on their Level- of perforrnance of

¡notor skil-l-s. As a result, it was confirned in the present study

that those elderly particj-pants who are physically disabfed must

have their scores adjusted accordingly to compensate for their
physical. l-imitations. In regard to the registration subscale, the
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task invol-ved requires the elderJ-y research participant to repeat

the names of three objects. This task is relatively sinpJ-e and

does not require much effort by the elderly participant.

The recall- and attention/calculation subscaÌes, showed low

correlation. A Loqr correlation found here is consistent with

other studies with cognitively irnpaired cfients (Galasko et al .

1990; Brandt, Folstein, & Folstein, 1988; FilLenbaum, Heynan,

Wilkinson, & Haynes, L987). The recall of three words usualJ-y

produced the greatest nunber of errors. orConnor, PolJ-itt,

Treasure, Brook and Reiss (1989) cl-ained that sínce the recall-

subscal-e precedes the attention/catculation, much anxiety Ís

experienced by the research participants. As a result, the

participants power of recall rnay be affected. Furthermore,

Ashford, Koln, Colliver, Bekian and Hsu (1989) cl-ai¡ned that onLy

a few el-derly clients who display miLd and moderate inpairment

have been abLe to recal-L the three objects after distraction.

Thís clear exannple supports the notion that a short term me¡nory

disorder is the first rnechanism to be disrupted by cognj-tive

impairnent .

Regarding the attention/calculation subscal-e not only are

the tasks difficult to conplete (do serial. 7sf spelL 'WoRLDr

backward) for the e]-derly clients, but it is questionabl-e whether

or not the same mental ability is being tested by both tasks.

That is, research participants who conpletely fail the seriaL Ts

task in the MMSE can still- score up to 5 points for the attention

task by spelJ.ing rrwoRLD I backrvard. Tonbaugh and Mclntyre (7992)
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clained that Hol-zer et af. (1984) reported a correl-ation

coefficient of onl-y .37 between serial- 7s and WORLD. Other

studies have reported that spelJ-ing nwoRLDrr backward consistently

produces higher scores than does counting backward by sevens

(olin & ZeLinskin 1991i Galasko et al . L99o, Anthony et a1 .

L982). Consequently, the attention/cal-cul-ation item of the MMSE

can be inproved by either eJ-irninating Èhe serial- 7s or by scoring

these two tasks independently. Molloy et al . (1991-) cornpared the

two tasks of spelling 'woRLDr backwards and cal-cuLating serial 7s

by participants who were adrninistered the SMMSE scal-e. The

researchers found that the use of serial 7s not only was rnore

difficult task but that the elderJ-y scored lower on this task.

Consequently, this provides further evidence that these two tasks

are not comparable. In this study, onl-y the task of speÌling
|WORL.,D t backwards was given to the research participants

according to the SMMSE scal-e for¡nat developed by MoJ.loy et al .

( 1ee1) .

It seems reasonable to conclude that the tasks invol-ved to

complete the ite¡ns in the language and registration subscales are

obvious and less conplicated. However, the recall and

attention/calcuLation subscales produce certain administrative

and interpretive difficulties as evidenced not only in this study

but in previous studies as wel-l-. The most inportant difficul-ties

are not only in the demands of the tasks that are directed toward

the research participants but in the determination of whether or

not the sanne mentaL ability is being assessed by the two
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subscales. In addition, the characteristics exhibited by the

research partícípants (cognitive status, hearing and visual

acuity, and physical fimitations) as wel-l- as the order of

administration of items may be factors that influence the l-evel-

of individual- ite¡n difficulty.

The high test-retest reli-ability resul-ts of the MMSE and

SMMSE scal-es is the second inportant finding. In the three sets

of analyses; (a) Tine 1 and Ti¡ne 2 combined score, (b) before the

crossover, (c) after the crossover, the reliabil-ities of both

scal-es (MMSE & SMMSE ) remained stable f ro¡n r¿eek to r^reek in a 4

week period. It is inportant to note that the investigator

ad¡ninlst.ered the scales at each occasion. this inportance is

rea]ized when the MMSE \^¡as found to have excellent reliability

and vras designated as a resul-t of findings in this study to be

the preferred scal-e. However, a contributing factor for this high

test-retest reJ-iability may have been the short tine interval ( 1

week apart). Sar^ryer Radloff (1977) clained that short test-retest

tj.¡ne intervals shouÌd produce somewhat higher correlations than

longer intervals. Hov¡ever, findings in other studies where the

same tool- was adninistered to cognit,ively inpaired clients one,

and three months apart, indicate that the MMSE is a rel-iable

scal-e (OrConnor eÈ al-. l-989i Fillenbaum et al-. 1988).

An additional- factor for consideration in assessing study

resuLts is that the tests were adninistered by the same rater
(the investigator) on each weekly occasion. In those studies
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where test-retest reliabil-ities v¡ere cal-culated, the researchers

do not always specify whéther or not the same rater or different

raters adninistered the tests. For exampl-e, Jorm et a1 . (1991),

reported that different raters were used to administer the MMSE.

However, two other studies (Van Bell et al-. 1-990; Thal et al .

1986) do not state whether or not the sanne or different raters

administered the MMSE. In other studies revier,¡ed same, or

different, raters are reported to have adrninistered the MMSE

toof. In aÌ1 cases, however, the test-retest rel-iabj-J-ity has

been high (Fol-stein et al . 1975; Dick et aL. l-984).

MoÌloy et al-. (1991) cLained that the SMMSE has a higher

test-relest reliability (intraclass correl-ation) than the MMSE

when ad¡ninistered by different raters on weekly occasions. The

findings in this study do not reflect the Molloy et al . (1991)

resuLts. Here, the MMSE showed higher test-retest reliabilities

than the SMMSE scal-e with the same rater adninistering both

scaLes. It could be specul-ated that had different raters

adninistered the SMMSE the test-retest reliabilities could have

been different. Such differences, had they occured, nay be due to

the fact that the SMMSE scale is standardized. If such resul-ts

were obtained then the Moll-oy et al-. (1991) findings would have

been supported.

In conclusion, the results of this study show that. both

scales (MMSE & SMMSE) are rel-iabl-e. The MMSE scale, however, is

¡nore rel-iabLe than the SMMSE scale when the same rater

administ.ers the scal-e.
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Cronbachrs Afpha

The third inportant finding regarding MMSE and SMMSE shows

satisfactory l-evel-s of Cronbach's al-pha at both periods Tine L

and Tine 2. These acceptabl-e levels of consistency indicate that

both scales are stable and reLiable. The resul-ts of the

cronbachrs alpha of the MMSE scal-e in this study support the high

alpha of the MMSE obtained in the study conducted by Fore¡nan

(1987). The findings mentioned here require a few additional-

co¡ûnents of explanation.

First, it is irnportant to connent on the i-ack of variability

of certain items. That is, some of the ite¡ns found in the

language subscafe showed no variabifity. The three items in the

MMSE scal-e, Time 1 and Time 2| were l-ocated in ifoLLow a 3 stage

cornmandr e,g. ttake fol-d and pJ.ace paper'. In the SMMSE scale,

the onLy ite¡n which showed no variability was 'copy a figurer.

Galasko et a1 . (l-990) nentioned that the tasks required to

complete the itens in the MMSE language subscal-e are easy. In

this study aL1 of the research participants were able to compJ.ete

correctly the tasks of: rtake, fol-d and place paperr. The ease of

cornpJ-etion of these three tasks, which the participants found in

this study, supports the Galasko et aL. (1990) statement.

However, none of the research participants was able to conpÌete

the task rcopy a figurer in the SMMSE scale. This particular task

appeared to be too demanding for the research participants. The

difficulty of the task encountered by the parÈicipants may have

been associated either with the physícal disabil-ities exhibited
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by nearly hal-f of the research participants (n = 13), or wj-th the

ti¡ne l-i¡nit (1 ninute) set to cornpJ-ete the ite¡n 'copy a figure' Ín

the SMMSE scale. It see¡ns to appear that all of the above

mentioned iterns could either be ¡nodified or discarded because

they do not differentiate between inpaired cognition and intact

cognition. orconnor et aI . (1989) asserted that nodifications

woul-d be acceptable only if they enhanced the sensitivj-ty and

specificity of MMSE in a varj-ety of settings. No cornparative

studies have as yet been conducted on the matter of item

rnodification. ft now seems reasonable to conclude from the

finding of this study that if the j-tem rcopy a figure' was

changed to 'copy a triangle' the possibiJ-ity exists that the

latter iten nay enhance the ability of the SMMSE tool- to

discriminate more precisely between inpaired and non impaired

cognitive functioning in elderly cl-ients. If such an irnprovement

is found the sensitivity of the instrument r^¡oufd be increased

appreciably.

Second, it j-s noteworthy to nention that 13 participants in

this study were unabl-e to respond to some of the j-terns because of

physj-cal disabilities. To deal with this problem, the nissing

values were replaced with the Íiean of all respondents. In sone

instances the nissing values were repLaced with a score of 1

which meant that all respondents were scored as if they had

responded to the item correctly. A query arises as to what extent

this procedure of replacing non responses with groups mean

affected the results of the Cronbachrs alpha. It is inportant to
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mention that when as a result of interest, the alpha was

cal-culated for MMSE Time 1, without replacing the nissing values,

the resul-ting al-pha was approximateJ.y the same as was found

accordj.ng to the first decision in the 6tudy. That is, the alpha

level was found to be .85 when no scores were used for the

nÍssing data, and when the data was replaced by the group mean

the al-pha level- was .83.

Third, one of the negatively correlated items is 'copy a

figure' in each of the MMSE and SMMSE scales. Apparently, sorne

other attribute is being rneasured e.g. creativity rather then

cognitive function. The other iten correl-ated negatively and Iow

is rfold papert. It is interesting to note that this item is

found in the SMMSE scale and not in the MMSE sca1e. A coupl-e of

issues regarding this iten are questionable and seem worthy of

further investigations. one wonders whether the tirne limit is a

contributing factor to the negative correlation. Furtherrit is

uncertain whether or not another attribute is being measured e.g.

fine motor skills, rather than cognitíve function.

In conclusion this study highlights the need for additional-

investigation in exannining individual ite¡ns both in the MMSE and

the SMMSE scaLes. The procedure of replacing the missing val-ues

wÍth the mean of aIJ- respondents does not appear to affect the

alpha results. Furtherrnore, the overal-l- alpha levels of al-l-

scales rernain reJ-ativeJ-y stabl-e and hígh. The alpha l-evel-s f ound

in this study provide strong empirj-cal. support for the internal

reliability of the MMSE and SMMSE scale.
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The sensitivity/ specificity and predictive vaÌues obtained

in this study, where the resuLts of the SMMSE scale have been

compared to those of the MMSE scaLe, constitute new data. The

SMMSE was found to be equally sensitíve as the MMSE in detecting

cognitive impairment among the elderly research participants. The

specificity, however, of the SMMSE htas found to be l-ower at Tine

2 period. Additional investigation to examine further the

effectiveness of the SMMSE in other geriatric settings is

warranted.

Conclus íon

The main finding in this study indicates a high degree of

correlation bethteen the scales (MMSE & SMMSE). In addition the

results confirm high test-retest reliabilities for consecutive 1

week interval-s for 4 week periods. This study provj-des further

confirmation that both tooLs (MMSE & SMMSE) can be used with

reasonable confidence to measure cognitive inpainnent in eJ-derly

cLients. However, further research using the SMMSE is warranted

as the resul-ts rnay provide the evidence needed to promote its

adoption in clinical settings. Furthermore, the invesËigator

found that, in ad¡ninistering the SMMSE scale, the adherence to

the tine l-init for each item was uncomfortabÌe as we]-]- as

frustrating. It seemed necessary to pay greater attention to the

ti¡ne frame than to the uniqueness of each elderl-y participant.

Thís predicarnent did not occur during the ad¡ninistration of the

MMSE scale. The investigator concludes that the MMSE scafe ís
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more user friendly of the two to adrninister even though the SMMSE

denonstrates certain advantages, i.e., nore consj-stent in forrnat,

(generaf to specific), more specific auidelines and more rigorous

in application, However, the investigator recornmends that if the

rigorous application of the time aspect were to be omitted froÍl

the standardized scaLe, it would be the preferred scale.

The other interesting finding indicates the necessity of

both subjective and objective methods of data col-l-ection for the

total assessment of a cognitively impaj-red cLient, That is, the

nursers ability to ídentify and to measure cognitive deficits,

not only by using cl-inicaL j udgernent, but by adninistering

screening tools is critical for the provision of quality nursing

care.

In fact, the chal-lenge during the L990rs is not only for the

nurse but for all- health care providers to assess, to impJ-ement,

and to evaluate a variety of strategies to reduce the impact of

cognitive inpairrnent upon the cl-ients and theír farnil-íes.

A few Ìirnitations prevail in this 6tudy: a random sample was

not selected and the scal-es were administered by the same

researcher raÈher than by nultiple adninistrators as nay be the

nore conmon in cl-inical situations. The general-i zability of the

finding is limited by the l-ack of representativeness of the

cognitiveJ-y inpaired sanple (a11 fron one facility) and the snall
sample size.
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Imþlications for Nursino Education

The findings of this study suggest certain impJ.ications for
nursíng education. one particular inplícation is the manner in
which student nurses are taught methods and processes for the

assessnent of elderly clients who are cognitively inpaired.

variat.ions exist in nursing curricula related to the content on

cognitj-ve inpairment. Few faculty me¡nbers who teach cognítive

impairrnent receive training in the use of screening tools. This

lack of experience rnay instigate a reluctance to venture into the

teaching of objectj-ve neasurenent processes. It is specuÌated

that screening tooLs intended to assess cognitive function may

need to receive greater emphasis than is the case presently.

Nurse educators must now take the initiative to ensure that

student nurses rcome to know' the irnportance of using screening

tools as part of the total- assessment of cognitive ínpairment.

rm¡¡Lícations for Nursing Practice

The results of this study raise several inportant issues for

nurses given that cognitive impairrnent' ln e1derly clients is

recognized as a major health problem. one such issue is that

through an írnproved and thorough assess¡nent of cognitive status,

using screenÍng tools, can provide ¡nore effective nursing care to

etderly cLients with cognitive inpairnent and their families. .â

second issue that has irnpJ-ications for nursing practice is that

nurses are able to educate team nembers to understand, and to

intervene with elderly clients who are cognitiveJ-y irnpaired.
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Those who care for these eJ-derly clients must be particularly

vigilant, not onl-y to the decline in cognitive abilities but to

affirrn the elderly clients of their strengths and to enhance

their quality of 1ife. A third equall-y inportant issue is the

assessnent of the cl-ientrs leve1 of functional performance and

the abílity to determine with confidence whether .or not this

perfornance is influenced by the decLine in cognitive status.

Final1y, due to current health care reforn initiatives, .the

attention of nurses shoul-d be dÍrected toward factors tårua.O ,o

early discharge and home care of elderly clients who are

cognitively irnpaired. These individual-s rnay require continuous

supervision and a hazard free environrnent in which they can

safely reside.

Recommendations for Further Research

several- direct.ions for further research are generated by"

this study. First, the study needs to be replj.cated using larger

sannples of cognitively irnpaired elderly clients. Larger samples

wÍtt yield greater statistical confidéncê in the results

obtaíned. Second, enpirical studies are required to determine the

extent to which, in the admínj-stration of both the MMSE and SMMSE

scales to elderJ-y clients, the rel-iability and the validity

remain consistent with the use of rnultiple raters. Another

suggested direction is that further testinq of the psycho¡netric

properties of the SMMSE scal-e should be conducted to establ-ish

the util-ity of the instrument in a variety of settings. Further
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evidence of the effectiveness of the SMMSE i-s needed. Fourth, an

examination of individual itens using varíous techniques of iten

anatysis should be conducted to assess the abílity of each ite¡n

to discrininate between cognitive inpairrnent anà non cognitive

impairment. Fifth' the currÍcula used in nursing education

programs shouLd be explored to identify content areas of study

which rnight benefit by the use of screening tooLs and methods for

their ímplemention. Fina1ly, correlational studies are rqquired

to deter¡nine the relationshíps which might exist betr'¡e"i .r..iorr.

degrees of cognítive inpainnent in older adults and the quafity

of the daily performance tasks conducted by then.
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Appendix A
Gender, Age, and Education Levefs of Cl-íents by Group

I. Gender

Note: of the 14 particj-pants assigned to Group A, 5 were nale and
9 were f ernale. Their mean age v¡as 80 years/ (range 64-98). The
majority (86?) had education of grade eíght or nore while the
rninority (14?) had less than grade eight education. croup B,
which was so¡newhat sinilar to Group A, was comprised of 14
participants (4 mal-e, 10 fenale). Their mean age was 78 years,
and ranged fro¡n 60-89 years. The rnajority (93%) had education of
grade eight and above and Èhe minority (7?) had less than grade
eight education.

GrouÞ A n z

male 5 36

female 9 64

Grouþ B
male 4 29

female 10 71

N Meân Renge

GrouÞ A L4 80 yrs. 64-98 yrs.
Group B I4 78 yrs. 60-89 yrs.

III. Education Level Achieved

Gr I or hisher (t) Less than cr 8 l%)

GrouD A 86 n=L2 74 n=2

GrouD B 93 n=13 7 n=1



Appendix B
Ethnic Status and Pre-retirenent occupation by Group

I Ethnic Status

CrouÞ Ethnicitv n z

Group A British
S Ìavic
French
German
Icel-andic
Swedish
Àboriqinal-

6
2
2
1
1
1
1

43
L4
L4
7
7
7
7

Group B Briti sh
S 1avíc
Scottish
French
I celandic

6
4
2
1
1

43
29
t4
7
7

Note! Percentages have been rounded so they may not total to 100
z.

ire¡nent occuþati

Note: Percentages have been rounded so they may not totaf to 100
z.

. Pre-ret on

Group Occupation n z

Group A Homenaker
Brewer
Factory lvorker
Labourer
Purchasing Agt
Religious Bro.
Restauranteur
Sale sperson
Te legrapher
we ]der

50
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Group B Homemaker
sal-esperson
Teacher
Counse l Lor
Mailman
Pi lot
S eamsÈress
waitre s s

4
3
2
1
1
1
L
1

29
2L
t4
7
7
7
7
7
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Appendix C1
The Traditional- Mini-Mental State Exannination (MMSE)

Patient

Exani

Date

TFÀDIÎIoNAI, IIMINI-MENTAI STATE EXÀ.I'IINATIoN

Maximum
Score Score

ORI ENTATI ON

5 ( ) what is the (year) (season) (date) (day)
( ¡nonth ) ?

5 ( ) Where are we3 (state) (county) (town)
(hospital-) (floor),

REGI STRÃT ION

3 ( ) Na¡ne 3 objects: 1 second to say each. Then ask
the patient all- 3 after you have saj-d then.
Give 1 point for each correct answer. Then
repeat the¡n until- he learns all 3. count
trial-s and record.

ATTENTION ÀND CALCULATION

5 ( ) Serial 7's. 1- point for each correct. Stop
after 5 ansvrers. .Al-ternatively speJ-l I'worfdrr
backwards .

RECALL
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Ask for the 3 objects repeated above. Give
point for each correct.

I.,,ANGUAGE

Name a pencil, and watch (2 points)
Repeat the following rrNo ifs, ands or buts. " (1
point )
Fo.Ll-ow a 3-stage command:

'rTake a paper in your right hand, foJ.d it
in half, and put it on the floor" (3
points )

Read and obey the following:
CLoSE YoUR EYES (1 point)

Write a sentence (1 poínt)

Copy design (l- point)

Total Score

ASSESS leveL of consciousness along a continuum

Al-ert Drowsy Stupor
Coma

Source:
Fol-stein, M., Fol-stei-n, S. & McHugh, P. (1975). rrMini-Mental
staterr À practical method for grading the cognitive 6tate for the
clinician. Journal of Psvchíatric Researcht L2, L89-798.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF
MINI-MENTAL STATE EXAIVIINATION

ORI ENTATION

(1) Ask for the date. Then ask specifically for parts onitted,
e.g., rrcan you also tel-l me what season it is?rr one point
for each correct.

(2) Ask in turn rtcan you teII me the na¡ne of Èhis hospital-?"
(town, county, etc.). one point for each correct.

REGISTR.ATION

Ask the patient if you may test hís mernory. Then say the names
of 3 unrelated objects, cJ.early and slowJ-y, about one second for
each. After you have said all- 3' ask hirn to repeat them. This
first repetition determines his score (0-3) but keep saying them
until he can repeat all 3, up to 6 trials. If he does not
eventually learn afl 3, recall- cannot be rneaningful-Ly tested.

ATTENTION AND CALCULATION

Ask the patient to begin with L00 and count backwards by 7. Stop
after 5 subtractions (93/ 86t 72, 65). Score the total nunber of
correct answers.

If the patient cannot or witl- not perforn this task' ask him to
spell the word rrworl-dtr backwards. The score is the number of
letters in correct order. E.G. dlror,¡ = 5, dfrow = 3.

RECALL

Ask the patient if he can recall- the 3 words you previously asked
him to remember. Score 0-3.

LANGUAGE

Naming z Show the patient a wrist watch and ask hin what it is.
Repeat for pencil . Score 0-2.

Repetition: Ask the patient to repeat the sentence after you.
All-ow onfy one trial . Score 0 or 1.

3-Stage command: Give the patient a piece of pJ.ain blank paper
and repeat the co¡nmand. Score 1 point for each part correctly
executed.

Reading: On a blank piece of paper print the sentence rrcl-ose
your eyesrr, in leÈters large enough for the patient to see
õIear1y. Ask hi¡n to read it and do what it says. Score 1 point
only if he actuaLLy cl-oses his eyes,
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Writing: cive the patient a blank piece of paper and ask him to
write a sentence for you. Do not dictate a sentence, it ís to be
written spontaneously. It must contaÍn a subject and verb and be
sensible. Correct gr¿u nar and punctuation are not necessary.

Copying: on a clean piece of paper, draw intersecting pentagons,
each side about 1 in., and ask hirn to copy it exactl-y as it is.
AÌ1 10 angles must be present and 2 must intersect to score 1
point. Tremor and rotation are ignored.

Estinate the patientts leveL of sensorium along a continuurn, from
al-ert on the left to coma on the right.

Source:
Folstein, M., Folstein, S. & McHugh, P. (1975), "Mini-Mental
Staterr A practical method for grading the cognitive state for the
clinician. Journal of Psvchiatric Research t L2, I89-L98.
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Appendix C2
Standardized Mini-MentaL State Exannination (SMMSE)

Research Participant Code.-

Investiga

STANDARDI zED MINI-MENTÀI STATE
EXAMINATION ( SMMSE )

T am going to ask you some questíons and glve you some pzobToøs
to solve. PTease try to anstÍer as þest as you cen,

1. (AJ-J-ow 10 seconds for each reply)

a) çlhat year ís Ëhís? (accept exact answer only)
b) What seasot: is this? (during l-ast week of the
ol-d season or first week of a new season, accept
eiÈher season )

c) Ulhet month of tl:e year ís thís? (on the first
day of new month, or last day of the previous
months accept either )

d) What ls today's date? (accept previous or next
date, e.g. on the 7th accept 6th or 8th)
e) Vlhat day of the week ls this? (accept exact
answer only)
(AIIor,, 10 seconds for each reply)
a) ÎÍhat country aÏe ve in? (accept exact answer
only )

b) what pzovínce,/state/county afe ire in? (accept
exact answer only)
c) tlhat cíty/town are ve in? (accept exact ansv¡er
onfy )

d) IÉrat ls t/:e name of thj-s hospítaL/buílding?
(accept exact name of hospital- or instítutj-on onLy)

e) llhat floor of the buí7dlng eîe ve on? (accept
exact ansr,rer onl-y )

MAX
SCOR

E

1

2.

l-

L

1

1
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3. I am goíng to naae 3 objects, Afteî I have saíd
all three objects, I vant you to repeat thæ.
Remenber what Xhey are because I am going to ask
you to naae them agaín in a fev mínutes. (say them
slowly at approximatel-y 1 second inÈervals)

BALL
For repeated use:
BELL
B II,L
BULL

CAR

JAR
TAR
WAR

MAN

FAN
CAN
PÀN

PJ..ease repeat the 3 ítems fot me. (score 1 point
for each correct reply on the first attempt. Allov¡
20 seconds for reply. If subject díd not repeat
al-l- three, repeat untiJ. they are learned or up to a 3
maximurn of 5 times )

4. Spe77 the word "W2ELD" (you nay hel-p subject to
speJ-l world correctly )

say rr¡tov spell it backwards pJ.easerr . ( al-l-ow 30
seconds to spell backwards. If the subject cannot
spelI "worldrt even with assistance - score 0)

5. Nov vhat were the three objeets that I asked you to
ræ.æber?

BALL MÀN

(score L point for each correct response regardless 3
of order ) ( allo\,, 10 seconds )

6. Show wristwatch. Ask I'fhat is this caJ-Led?tl
(score L point for correct response. Accept
frwristwatchrr or rrwatchrr. Do not accept rrclockrr 

' 7
rrtime 

'r , etc . All-ow 10 seconds )

7. show penci]-. Ask ttlÍhat is thís caTTedrr (score 1
point for correct response, accept penciÌ only, - 1
score 0 for pen)

8. L'd Tike you to tepeat a phr.ase afLer me: "No íf 's,
and's or but's" (allow 10 seconds for response.
score L point for a correct repetition. Must be
exact, e.g. No if rs or but's - score 0) 1
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9. Read the e¡otds on thís page and t}:en do vhat ít
sayr (hand subject the laminated sheet with 'rCLoSE
YoUR EYES" on it)

CTose Your Eyes
(if subject just reads and does not then cJ-ose eyes
- may repeat rrread the words on this page and then
do what it saysrr to a ¡naximum of 3 ti¡nes. Allow 10
seconds, score 1 point only if subject closes eyes.
Subject does not have to read aloud)

paper doffi on the fTooz,tl
Takes paper in correct hand
Folds it ín half
Puts in on the floor

(aÌl-ow 30 seconds. Score L point
instruction correctJ.y executed )

11. Hand subject a pencíl and paper. "wîlte any
comp].ete senter¡ce on thet píeee of papeÊ. " (al-l-ow
30 seconds. Score 1 point. The sentence shoul-d
make sense. Ignore spelling errors.

L2. Ptace design, pencil, eraser and paper in front of
subject, "Copy this desígn piease. " (allow
nultiple tries until patient is finished and hands
it back. Score L point for correctly copied
diagrarn. the subject must have drawn a 4-sided
figure between the two 5-sided figures) ( Maximum
ti¡ne - L minute )

TOTAL TEST SCORE

Source3 Dr. D.w. Molloy

10. Ask if the subject is right - or left-handed.
Alternate right/left hand in statement, e.g. if the
subject is right-handed 6ay 'tTake thi6 paper in
your left hand...rr Take a piece of paper - hold it
up in front. of subject and say the fol-l-owing:
tt Take this paper in your right/l-eft hand, fold tl:e
pap,eî in half once t¡lth both hands, and put the

for each

30
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF SMMSE

1. Before the Ouestionnaire is adninistered try to get the
subject to sit down facing you. Assess the subjects ability
to hear and understand very sinple conversation, e.g. what
is your name? If the subject uses hearing or visual aids
provide these before starting.

2. Introduce yourseÌf and try to get the subjectrs confidence.
Before you conmence get the subject's perrnission to ask
questions, e.g. rrwould it be alri-ght to ask you sone
questions about your ¡nemory?rr. This helps to avoid
catastrophic reactions.

3. Ask each question a maximun of three times.
does not respond - score 0.

If the subject

4. If the subject answers incorrectly - score O' Do not hint,
pronpt or ãsk the question again, e.g. what year is this -
lgsZ-. Accept that answer - do not ask the question again,
hint or provide any physical cl-ues such as head shaking,
etc.

5. The fol-Lowing equipnent is required to adrninister the
instrument: a watch, a pencil, and some blank paper. a
piece of paper with 'rCLoSE YoUR EYESI written in J-arge
letters and two 5-sided figures intersecting to nake a 4-
sided figure is also required. We have Laninated this paper
and enclosed it for your convenience.

6. If the subject anssrers "What did you sayrr - do not explaÍn
or engage in conversation - merely repeat the same
directiõns (e.g. what year is this? to a maximun of 3 times.

7. If the subject interrupts e.g. rrwhatls this for?" just
repJ-y: " I wil-1 explain j-n a f ew ninutes when h¡e are
finished. Now if we could just proceed pJ-ease..hte are
aL¡nost finished. . .rr

Source3 Dr. D.W. Mol-l-oy
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Appendix Dl-
Letter of Invitation to Participate3

To Person Legally Responsible for Participant in Question

- Manitoba
R

June 20, 1994

Name
Address
City/Town
Poslal Code.

Dear (Name).
I am a graduate sludent enrolled at the University of Manitoba in the Masler of Nursing degree
program. Part of the requirement for the Master's degree, is to complete a research study. My
project is being supervised by a committee of three professors at the University of Manitoba.

Dr. Lorna Guse Faculty of Nursing
Dr. Jeff Sloane Faculty of Nursing
Dr. John Bond Faculty of Human Ecology

I obtained your name and address from the Associate Director, Quality/Research/Programs,
Deer Lodge Centre. As you are designated the legally responsible person for (Name of
Resident), you are invited to provide consent for (NAME of resident) to participale in the
research siudy. The Associate Director has suggested lhat I contact you personally to seek
the necessary consent from you.
The general purpose of the research project is;
(1) to assess thinking skills of elderly clients by allowing them to respond to a series of
questions;
(2) to communicate that information to nurses so they can help the older adult enjoy a belter
quality of life.

There is no cost or risks involved. The study has been approved by the Ethical Review
Committee of the Universily of Manitoba and by the Administration at Deer Lodge Centre.
I will telephone you within one week of dale of mail¡ng. At that lime I w¡ll provide further
informalion and I will request your participation in the study..

I look forward to speaking with you in the near future.
Thank-you.

Sincerely,

Verna Pangman RN BA MEd
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Appendix D2

Telephone Message to Person Legall-y ResponsibLe for Participânt

Hel-lo Mr, /Mrs . _, ¡ny n¿rme is Verna Pangman. I am a
graduate student in nüisîng fro¡n the University of Manitoba. Last
week, I sent to you a l-etter about a study that I wíl-l conduct at
Deer Lodge centre. I certainly woul-d appreciate greatJ-y your help
in this pro j ect .

I mentioned in the letter that I woul-d be calling you to
provide further inforrnation about the study and to request your
participation. May r provide that ínfor¡nation now?- The general purpose of the study is to assess ol-der adultts
thinking abiJ-ity. Participation in this study requires your
reJ-ative/ctient to answer a series of questions and to fol-l-ow a
few instructions ( narne objects, follow some simple requests, and
copy a figure). It is anticipated that these activities wíll take
a¡óut fítteen rninutes of tine on four different occasions one
week apart.

The participation of your relative/ cl-ient in this study
will help us to know more about ol-der adul-ts and their thinking
skif l-s. what we l-earn hopefully wilJ. heJ-p to irnprove the quality
of nursing care provided to el-der]-y clients. whether or not your
relative/èlient participates wil-l- NoT, in any way, affect his/her
care here on the unit, or in the Centre. earticipation in this
study is voluntary. There are no risks involved. Your
relaÈiveTcJ-ient may withdraw fro¡n the study at any tine.

Al-1 infornation col-l-ected during the study wiLl- remain
confidentiaL, The data col-l-ected will be grouped. Your
relative/client wilÌ not be identified by nanne. I would be
pleased to provided a brief copy of the resul-ts if you wish. Do
you have any questions so far?

I would líke to request your agreenent to have ( Nane of
resident) participate in the study. I would like to nake an
appointnent for around ten rninutes at Deer Lodge Centre. At that
time I wil-l need to obtain your signature on the consent form to
keep .

If you have any questions at any tirne, or if you need to
change the date of the appointnent please feel- free to contact ne
at Thank-you for your tine. I will be J-ooking forward
to rneeting you (date, tine, place).
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Appendix E
Consent Form

Your reLatj-ve/client is invited to participate in a study, which
is part of a Master of Nursing degree program, to determine how
older people think. About 30 elderly residents at Deer Lodge
Centre-will partícipate. The general purpose of the study is to
assess, through a series of questions and a few instructions,
the thinking ability of older aduLts.

Participation in thís study requires your relative/client . to
ans¡wer ã series of questions and to fol-low a few instructions
(name objects, follor,, some simple requests, and copy a figure).
These ac¿Ívities wil-l- take about fifteen minutes of ti¡ne on four
different occasions, one week apart. The participation of your
relative/client in this study wilJ- heJ-p us to know more about the
thinking skill-s of ol-der adul-ts. Hopefully, what q'e Ìearn will
help to improve the quality of nursíng care provided to. el-derly
cliãnts. Pârticipation in this study is voluntary, no risks are
involved, and the research participant may withdraw from the
study at any tine. Should your relative/cJ-ient decide not to
participate, or to end participati-on after com¡nencement, thej-r
ãecision wi1t, in no \,¡ay, influence the quality of the care they
receive .

Atl- ínformation col-lected during the study wil-l re¡nain
confÍdentiat. The data wil-l- be held in storage by the
investigator, and retained for 7 - l-0 years. Infor¡nation will- be
grouped and the elderty research participants wil-1 not !e
iaenlitie¿ by name. The resul-ts of the study ¡nay be publíshed;
but the reseãrch site and the names of participants will- remaín
confidentiaf, If you wish to receive a sunnary of the results
please check the appropriate space on the following page. No
financial cost is invol-ved.

Your signature on the folLowing page will indicate your agreement
to perrnit your relative/client to participate in this study. You
will receile a copy of the consent form. If you have questions
please feel free to contact me. Your participation ín this matter
is most appreciated. Thank you.

P1ease see next pege
(origina]- was doubl-e spaced and on two pages)

I agree to participate in this project.
Date:_ Trustee/Next of kin signature:-
Date: Investigator's signature: 

-

pl-easê-Eëñif-ñã-a copy of the resul-ts of this research study.
yes_ no_

Verna Pang¡nan RN MEd. frorn the Misericordia General Hospital
School- of Nursing is the research investigator. Ph.
Lorna Guse, PhD, is thesis co¡nmittee Chairperson. Ph.
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Appendix F1
Letter of Invitation to Participate: To Next of Kin

, Manitoba
R

June 20, 1994

Name
Address
City/Town
Postal code.

Dear (Name).
I am a graduate student enrolled at the Univers¡ty of Manitoba in the Master of Nursing degree
program. Part of lhe requirement for the Master's degree, is to complete a research study. My
project is being supervised by a committee of three professors at the University of Man¡toba.

Dr. Lorna Guse Faculty of Nursing
Dr. Jeff Sloane Faculty of Nursing
Dr. John Bond Faculty of Human Ecology

I obtained your name and address from the Associate Director, Quality/Research/Programs,
Deer Lodge Cenlre. As you are designated the next of kin for (Name of Resident), you are
âsked to assist in the part¡cipation of your relative in ihe research study. The Associate
Director has suggested that I conlact you personally to seek the necessary information from
you.
The general purpose of the research project is;
(1) to assess thinking skills of elderly clients by allowing them to respond to â series of
queslions;
(2) lo communicate that inlormat¡on to nurses so they can help the older adult enjoy a better
quality of life.

There is no cost or risks involved. The study has been approved by the Ethical Review
Committee of the University of Manitoba and by the Administration at Deer Lodge Centre.
I will ielephone you w¡thin one week of date of mailing. At that t¡me I will provide further
information and I will request your participation in the study.

I look forward to speaking with you in the near future.
Thank-you,

Sincerely,

Verna Pangman RN BA MEd
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Appendix F2
Telephone Message to Next of Kin

Hello Mr./Mrs.-, my name is Verna Pangman. lam a graduate student in
nursing from ihe Univers¡ty of Manitoba. Last week, I sent to you a lelter about a sludy that I

will conduct al Deer Lodge Centre. I certainly would appreciale greatly your help in this
project.

I mentioned in lhe lelter that I would be calling you to provide further information about
the study and to request your participation. May I prov¡de that informat¡on now?

The general purpose of lhe study is to assess older adult's thinking ability.
Participation in this study requires your relativeiclient lo answer a ser¡es of queslions and to
follow a few instruct¡ons (name objects, follow some simple requests, and copy a figure). lt is
anlicipated that these activities will take about fifteen minutes of lime on four different
occasions one week apart.

The participation of your relative/ client in this study will help us to know more about
older adults and their thinking skills. What we learn will hopefully help lo improve the quality of
nursing care provided to elderly cl¡ents. Whelher or not your relative/client participales will
NOT, in any way, affect his/her care here on lhe unit, or in the Centre. Participation in th¡s

study is voluntary. There are no risks involved. Your relative/client may w¡thdraw from the
study at any time.

All information collected during the study will remain confidential. The data collected
will be grouped. Your relative/client wil¡ not be identified by name. I would be pleased to
prov¡ded a brief copy of the results if you wish. Do you have any questions so far?

I am inlerested in how you perceive your relat¡ves decision-making capabilities. Have
you solely been making decisions regarding the care for your relative or do you and your
relative (Name of resident) share decision- making?

SITUATIoN 1: Kin member solely making decisions for relative.
1. Thank-you for this ¡nformation. I now need your agreement lhat (Name of resident)
participate in the study. I would l¡ke to meet w¡th you for around ten minutes at Deer Lodge
Cenlre. At that time you can provide your signalure on the consent form. You will be given a

copy of the consent form to keep.

SITUATION 2: Kin member sharing decision-making câpabilities w¡lh relative
2. Thank-you for this informalion. I look forward to having (Name of resident) parl¡cipate in this
projecl. I would like to meet w¡lh you, for about ten minutes at Deer Lodge Centre so thal you

can be present when I ask (Name of resident) to participate in the study. At lhat time, if your
relative freely consents to participate in the study lhe consent form may be signed elther by

the client or by yourself.

SITUATION 1&2:
lf you have any questions at any time, or if you need to change lhe date of the

appointmenl please feel free to contact me at
looking foMard lo meeting you (date, lime, place)

Thank-you for your time. I will be
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Appendix c
Raw Scores of MMSE and SMMSE at Each Assessment Tinê Period

MMSE SMMSE

Participtt
No.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 1 TIME 2

I 28 22

2 20 t9 18 19

'19 20 '18 15

26 22

5. 15 15 15 14

13 10

7 16 t6 15 20

8. 20 24

21 26 22

10. 24 2A

11 4 5

12. 1 0 4 2

13 20 23 17 21

14 10 14

15 20 '18 20

t5 15 '17 l5

17 2S 30 27 2A

14. 12 16 15 f3

15 16 14 t3

20. 22 21 18 24

21. 26 25 25

22 17 't5 i6

21 24 24

24. 29 30 28 27

25. 'l 1Á 12 14

26 I 7 6 4

27 23 24 22 24

24. 12 '11 14 9



Appendix H
LeveLs of cognitive Impairnent for MMSE and SMMSE

at Tines 1 and 2

A. MMSE

B. SMMSE

Extent of
Imþairment

Range of
Scores

Tine 1
n

Tine 2
n

rnild r8-23 9 6

severe o-L7 13 15

Extent of
Imþairnent

Range of
Scores

Time 1
n

Time 2
n

ni l-d 20-23 2 5

rnoderate 10- 19 L4 11

severe 0-9 3 4
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Appendix I
Item ScaLe Correlations

Examination of iten-total correl-ations reveal-ed that j-l-em 22
(copy a figure) had a low negative correlation in the MMSE and
SMMSE scal-e Tine 1 (-.11 & -.10). Item 19 (fold paper) had a low
negative correl-ation for the SMMSE scale Ti¡ne 2 (-.04). All other
iten-totaÌ correlatíons were positive for both scales at Time 1

and at Time 2 rangi-ng from .06 to .75. Low positive correÌatíon
were found as follows: in MMSE scale Time L iten 15 (name object
watch) (.11); in MMSE scale Tine 2 ite¡n 22 (copy a figure) (.18);
in SMMSE scale Time l iten 18 (takes paper) (.11), in SMMSE scale
Tine 2 item 20 (put paper on floor) (.10) and iten 21 (write a
sentence) (.07). onfy one itern, item 21 (write a sentence) had a
1or,¡ positive correLation in the SMMSE scal-e at Tine 1 and Time 2
( .06 & .07). Furthermore, the SMMSE scal-e Time l and Ti¡ne 2 had
lower ite¡n - total correLations conpared to the MMSE scaLe Tine 1

and Tine 2.

MMSE Ei¡ne 1 MMSE Iime 2

Deleted
Variable

Correlat¡on
w¡th Total

Alpha Deleted
Variable

Correlat¡on
with Total

Alpha

1

3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
7t
L2
13
L4
L5
L6
20
27
22

.69

.46

.40

.59

.61

.37

.26

.61

.73

.58

.6L

.56

.54

.38

.11

.55

.38

.34
-. 11

80
8l-
81
80
80
81
82
81
80
81
80
84
81
82
82
81
81
81
83

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
e

9
1-0

11
12
13
T4
15
L6
20
21
22

40
57
60
63
66
43
32
46
75
63
53
55
58
51
34
56
44
23
18

84
83
83
83
83
84
84
84
83
83
83
86
83
84
a4
83
84
84
a4
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Appendix I

Item Scal-e Correlations ( continued )

SMMSE Tíme 1 SMMSE Tine 2

Deleted
Variable

Cor¡elation
w¡th Total

Alpha Deleted
Variable

Co rrelatio n
w¡th Total

Alpha

1

3
4
5
6
7
8
o

l-0
LL
L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
L8
L9
20
2t
22

.75

.46

.44

.57

.58

.31

.51

.42

.58

.61

.54

.54

.64

.46

.33

.66

.52

.1r

.07

.07

. L9
-. 10

79
80
80
80
79
80
80
80
79
79
79
84
78
80
81
79
80
81
81
81-
81
81

L
2
?

4
5
6
7
at

9
10
11
L2
l-3
L4
15
16
L7
l-8
L9
20
2t

65
60
55
60
66
26
57
74
75
59
54
51
65
61
6L
57
57
23
.o4
10
o7

83
83
83
83
82
84
83
82
82
83
83
89
82
83
83
83
83
84
84
84
84
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Appendix J
The Calcutation of Sensitivity, Specificity, and Predictive Va1ue

of SMMSE Using MMSE as the Gol-d Standard

A. Time 1

cold Standard
MMSE Time 1.

Terms, Definitions, and Cal-culations

Yes No TotaI s

Yes
Results of

SMMSE Time 1

19
(a)

True Positive

0
(b)

FaÌse Positive

19

NO
Results of

sMMsE Time 1

3
(c)

Fal-se Neqative

6
(d)

True Negat j-ve

9

Total s 22 6 28

![erm De f inition Fornule & Result

sens itivity
Percentage of those
who have a positive

test
a x 100?= 86.33

a+c

Speci ficity
Percentage of those
\^rho have a negative

test

d x 100%= 100?
b+d

PredictÍve Value
of

Positive Test

Percentage of those
with positive test
resul-ts and who
have the attribute

____ê_ x 100%= 100t
a+b

Predíctive Value
of

Negative Îest

Percentage of those
wíth negative test
resulta but who do
not have the
attribute

d x IOOZ= 66.71
c+d

conÈinued on next page wiÈh Time 2.
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B. Time 2

Terms, Defj-nitions, and Calculations

Gold Standard
MMSE Time 2.

Yes l{o llotal s

Yes
Results of

SMMSE Iime 2

18
(a)

True Positive
(b)

False Positive

20

No
Results of

SMMSE Time 2

3
(c)

False Neoative

5
(d)

True Negative

I

Total s 21 7 28

Te!m Pe finit ion Forrnula & Result

sensit ivity
Percentage of those
who have a positive

test
a x 100?= 85.7å

a+c

Speci ficity
Percentage of those
r^rho have a negative

test

d x LOO%= 71.41
b+d

Predictive value
of

Positive Test

Percentage of those
with positive test
resul-ts and who
heve the attribute

____a_ x 100?= 90t
a+b

Predíctive value
of

Negative Test

Percentage of those
with negative test
resuLts but r^tho do
not have the
attribute

d x LOOà= 62.51
c+d
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Àppendix K
Tests for order Effects

Part A

Typical Square in a Two-tirne Period Crossover Study

Note: A particutar square is exenplified by Participant 1. who'
for exampJ-e, is administered the sca.l-es in the order (MMSE &

sMMsE); Lhat is, À then B. Meanwhile Participant 2 receives the
scales in the reverse order (SMMSE & MMSE) ' or B, then A. In the
present 6tudy 28 participants were paired randomly to. forn 14
2x2 l,atin Squares. Sums and differences of each participantts
response were used in the analysis. The summary neans and
stañdard deviations of the srrrns and dlfferences appear in Part B

bel-ow.

Part B

Summary Results for Crossover Designs

Note: The differences and sums are analyzed by sinple t tests.

t diff = tt(26) = .31 p > .051

t sum = ltl26) = -.tt p>.051

[t critical, 26 df' P < .05) = 2,06

The findings are not significant. Therefore, no order effects
are considered to be present.

Partic¡pant Timê 1 Time 2 Sums D¡fferences

A(X' ) B(X, ) T=Xr+X, D' =X' -X,

2 B(Y' ) A(Y, ) T=Y,+Y, D"=Y,'Y,

Sums Di f ferences

Order n Mean sd Mean sd

A-B
MMSE - St\4t\,¡SE

14 35.17 13.64 - o.75 2.26

A-B
SMMSE - IVMSE

14 36.1 1 15.14 - 0.96 1.23


